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ABSTRACT
This research involved developing an expert system that allows a nuclear fuel engineer 
to  quickly provide answers to  strategic nuclear fuel management questions, which are 
typically broad based. Current nuclear fuel analysis research concentrates on getting more 
accurate and precise answers at the expense o f  using large computer programs to  get 
answers that are too specific to answer the broad based questions. The expert system brings 
together several artificial intelligence techniques to allow a nuclear fuel engineer to  consider 
several scenarios in a general way in order to quickly answer the fuel management questions 
asked.
The expert system is based upon a hierarchy o f  several abstraction levels using a 
constraint propagation system at the lowest level. The constraint propagation system 
prevents a novice nuclear fuel engineer from studying a scenario with input conditions that 
contradict standard nuclear fuel management relationships. The other abstraction levels 
include generic number representations, generic mathematical operators, and generic 
relationships for economic analysis. The highest level o f the hierarchy is the knowledge base 
for nuclear fuel analysis o f  the equilibrium nuclear fuel cycle. The simplicity o f  adding other 
number representations to  the expert system is demonstrated by implementing an interval 
number representation. Since the mathematical operators used at the knowledge domain 
level are generic, any new number representations, such as fuzzy numbers, could be added 
without having to  change the basic domain knowledge. An example session shows how the 
system can be used to provide guidance to a nuclear fuel analyst in search o f  a good nuclear 
fuel management strategy. By using the interval number representation, the example session
includes a simple sensitivity study on how some o f  the input variables' uncertainty affects 
the objective variable's value.
CHAPTER 1 
IN TR O D U C TIO N
In 1993, the 109 nuclear power plants in the United States generated 
610,300,000,000 kilowatt hours o f  electricity (World Nuclear Outlook 1994. 1994). 
Nuclear power plants use nuclear fuel to  generate the heat needed to  make the steam used 
to  generate electricity. The average annual fuel cost for the nuclear power plants in the 
United States was $52,393,326 (Nuclear Fuel. 1993). Therefore, the nuclear power plant 
operator finds it economical to  do expensive analyses to save some money on nuclear fuel.
There are several decisions that must be made in managing the nuclear fuel for a 
nuclear power reactor. Some o f  the decisions are long term. Two decisions are: W hat fuel 
vendor should make the fuel assemblies that go into the reactor core? and What fuel design 
to load into the reactor? Some o f  the decisions are more strategic in nature. For example: 
What is the best operating cycle length? and How much cycle stretch-out should be planned 
for? Other decisions are more short term such as: Should the plant be shutdown early? and 
Should the plant generate less than rated power now so that we can generate more power 
during the peak demand time?
Like most people, nuclear fuel managers desire having as much knowledge as 
possible when making nuclear fuel decisions. They hire either nuclear fuel engineers or 
nuclear fuel analysts to make recommendations or to provide information for the manager 
to  make a good decision.
A problem facing the analyst is doing the correct analysis in order to  answer the 
m anager’s question. The tools available to  the analyst, which are typically large,
1
sophisticated computer programs, are expensive to  use. One aspect o f the expense is the 
computer resources required to run the computer programs. Another aspect o f  the expense 
is the amount o f  engineer’s time to  set up the input data and interpret the results. Because 
o f  the expense o f  doing an analysis, the analyst must carefully choose what scenarios to 
analyze. Making the wrong choice could result in an inadequate amount o f  information for 
the decision maker to  make a good decision.
N uclear Fuel M anagem ent Decisions
There are no nuclear power plants currently being built in the United States. 
However, the currently operating power plants must still have nuclear fuel to  operate. M ost 
utilities have nuclear fuel managers and engineers to  make fuel management decisions and 
recommendations for the operating power plants.
The reactor design is one constraint that these decision makers work under. One 
reactor design constraint is the number o f fuel assemblies that can be loaded into the reactor 
core. A Pressurized W ater Reactor, PWR, typically has about 200 fuel assemblies and a 
Boiling Water Reactor, BWR, typically has about 700 fuel assemblies. The fuel assemblies 
are the physical structures that contain an array o f  fiiel rods. The fuel rods contain the 
nuclear fuel pellets made o f  U 0 2. The total dimensions o f  the fuel assemblies are also 
constrained by the reactor design. For example, most BW R fuel assemblies contain 150 
inches o f  fuel pellets in the fuel rods and the fuel rods are arranged in a rectangular array 
about 6 inches by 6 inches in size. Typical rectangular arrays for BW Rs have been 7X7, 
8X8, 9X9 and now some are 10X10. PW R fuel assemblies are bigger than BW R fuel 
assemblies and typically have either 16X16 or 17X17 fuel rod arrays.
When the reactor is not able to generate power at rated conditions because the fuel 
is running out, the reactor is shutdown for refueling. At refueling, the fuel assemblies that 
have the lowest reactivity are replaced with fresh fuel assemblies. In this paper "Reload 
Design" means the specification o f the number and type o f  fresh fuel that is to  be loaded into 
the reactor during the refueling. Since the bumup rates are different in different parts o f  the 
reactor core, most o f  the assemblies are moved to new locations for the next fuel cycle. In 
this paper "Reference Loading Pattern" means the specification o f  what assemblies are to 
be located where in the reactor core. The two basic nuclear fuel management decisions 
examined are: 1) W hat is the best reload design for the cycle? and 2) W hat is the best 
Reference Loading Pattern?
The reload design decision has a significant effect on the nuclear fuel economics. 
For example, a fuel vendor must be chosen to  supply the fuel assemblies. The fuel vendor 
typically has several possible assembly designs that will w ork in a given nuclear reactor, so 
the decision must be made on which design is best. Also, the different designs could have 
different fuel rod initial enrichment loadings or burnable absorber loadings. Also the number 
o f  fuel assemblies will have a direct affect on the total cost o f  the reload.
The nuclear fuel manager must decide which fuel vendor will supply the fuel 
assemblies for the reactor. Typically the fuel vendor will have several basic fuel assembly 
designs. The nuclear fuel manager must also choose which fuel assembly design is best for 
his nuclear power plant. Once a fuel assembly design is chosen, the design o f  the enrichment 
loading can be done. Sometimes, the vendor and the nuclear fuel manager will cooperate 
with the enrichment loading design phase. The cost o f  each fuel assembly is determined by
the price charged by the fuel vendor for the fuel assembly design and the cost o f  the enriched 
uranium provided to  the fuel vendor by the nuclear power plant operator.
The procurement o f  the enriched uranium by the nuclear power plant operator is 
part o f  the out-of-core analysis. This involves the analysis done to  choose the source o f 
uranium  enrichment. Typically, the US Department o f  Energy does the enrichment for 
nuclear power plants in the US. The operator o f  the nuclear power plant must supply UF6 
to  the contractor for enrichment. The UF6 is obtained from a conversion supplier. The 
conversion supplier gets U30 8 to  convert it to UF6. The U30 8 is obtained by a mining and 
milling company. All o f these suppliers o f  nuclear fuel and nuclear services also provide a 
cost component for the nuclear fuel cycle.
The design o f  the Reference Loading Pattern will affect how well the reactor will 
behave during the operating cycle. A  bad reference loading pattern might be very difficult 
to operate safely. This will probably result in either several outages or having to  operate at 
less than full capacity because the fuel is too close to  the licensed operating limits. A  bad 
reference loading pattern might be easy to  operate; however, it will not be able to  generate 
enough power to  be economically operated until the next planned refueling.
Typically, a fuel assembly will be used in the reactor core for three to  four operating 
cycles. Because, the operating history o f the fuel assembly affects the properties o f  the fuel 
assembly, any decisions about the reload design or the reference loading pattern will have 
consequences over several operating cycles. For this reason, nuclear fuel engineers will do 
multi-cycle analysis to provide information for the nuclear fuel manager to  make the 
decisions described above.
5M ost o f  the time, the analyst will do one or more fuel management multi-cycle 
simulation analyses to answer the various questions o f  the nuclear fuel manager. The steps 
in this future operating cycle planning analysis are illustrated in Figure 1.1. The analysis 
begins with determining the generation schedule, which specifies when the reactor will be 
shutdown for refueling o f  each fuel cycle. From the generation schedule and by assuming 
a capacity factor for the reactor, the Energy Utilization Plan (EUP) can be determined. The 
EU P specifies how much energy is to be generated in each operating cycle. Using the 
information in the EUP, a multi-cycle analysis is done. At this stage, the reactor is designed 
for each operating cycle. The design includes determining the number o f  fuel assemblies and 
the design o f  the fuel assemblies that are to be loaded into the reactor for each operating 
cycle. The number o f fuel assemblies and design o f the fuel assemblies to  be loaded into the 
reactor for a particular cycle is called the reload design for that cycle. From  the generation 
schedule and the reload designs for each cycle, the contracting o f the enrichment, conversion 
and mining and milling can be done. This determines the total cost for the nuclear fuel.
The core and fuel design tools for multi-cycle are very sophisticated. It takes about 
six weeks to  do a multi-cycle analysis. The steps are illustrated in Figure 1.2. One o f  the 
first steps is to  design possible fuel assemblies. This step takes about a week o f  a fuel 
designer’s time. It is common for the nuclear fuel engineer to concurrently model the 
depletion o f  the current fuel cycle. Once the fuel to  be loaded into the next cycle has been 
designed and the current fiiel cycle depletion is complete, the design o f  the reactor core for 
the next cycle can begin. This step typically takes about two to  three weeks (Raussh, 
Pallotta & Shannon, 1986). The first week is spent designing the loading pattern for the
6reactor core using the new fuel design. The second week involves showing that a safe 
operating strategy exists for the core. I f  the design fails, then the designer must start over 
at either the fuel design stage or the reactor core design stage. Since fuel assemblies remain 
in the design for several operating fuel cycles, to correctly check a fuel design requires 
modeling several fuel cycles and once a good core design is complete, the process must be 
repeated for several more fuel cycles. Typically, the other fuel cycle designs are done with 
the same fuel design, and the determination o f an operating strategy step is omitted because 
it is too far into the future to plan an operating strategy for that cycle.
Generation
Schedule
EUP
Reload
Strategy
Fuel CostEconomic
Evaluation
Generate
Schedule
Multi-cycle
Analysis
Figure 1.1. Steps o f  fuel management analysis
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YesAnother
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STOP
Reload
Reactor
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Core
Deplete
Current
Cycle
Design
Fuel
Assembly
Figure 1.2. The m ulti-cycle analysis process
8The problem with this management system is a mismatch between the information
required to  answer important nuclear fuel questions and the information provided by the
complex, time consuming analysis done. Forbus (1988) calls this the narrowness problem.
H e describes the narrowness problem as follows:
Traditional simulation provides precise answers given a particular set o f  
assumptions. M any reasoning problems require knowing alternative 
possibilities, rather than a single projection.
This means that the current analysis approach requires making a larger core o f  assumptions
to constrain the analysis o f  the problem than would be desired if  more complete, effective
and efficient analysis methods existed. When it takes several weeks today to  obtain a single
multi-cycle fuel management projection, and a number o f  projections are already rejected
to support a fuel management decision, the narrowness problem is currently a predominant
problem in nuclear fuel management: Thus more robust, faster fuel management analysis
could be possible if more effective, efficient decision support tools existed.
Research in nuclear fuel management analysis methods tends to  concentrate on three
areas. One research area is improving the interface between the nuclear analyst and the
computer programs used in the analysis. This research allows the analyst to  concentrate on
the nuclear fuel aspects o f  his work instead o f  the techniques to  execute the computer
programs. Ideally, this allows the analyst to  think more about the applicability o f  the cases
being executed. Another research area concentrates on obtaining more accurate results
from the computer programs used in nuclear fuel design. This will improve the results o f
a projection; however, it will not answer the need for more alternatives. The third area
attempts to provide optimization methods to  automate the search for a better design. This
9la tte r research area addresses the need for more optimization alternatives to  improve 
outcomes; however, the associated costs from more computer program runs saves little in 
the overall fuel cycle management analysis process.
A pproaches to  M inim ize A lternative  Analyses 
Forbus (1988) suggests that the solution to  the narrowness problem can be found 
by research into using qualitative reasoning. Qualitative reasoning is a branch o f  artificial 
intelligence that attempts to analyze situations using coarser representations than numerical 
values used in quantitative reasoning. In his classic book, How to Solve It. Polya ( 1957) 
recom m ends generalization as a strategy for solving problems. Qualitative reasoning 
methods can be considered a generalization, or abstraction, o f  quantitative methods.
Experts use more abstract methods o f analysis than novices. This makes them more 
efficient and allows them to minimize the effect o f  the narrowness problem. A  simple 
example to  illustrate this is a typical elementary mathematics problem:
W hat number can be multiplied by 15 that will result in the number that is 
four more than 356?
Figure 1.3 presents a  flow chart that illustrates the process used by a novice at 
solving mathematics problems like the one above. The novice will choose a number at 
random, multiply that number by 15, then see if the number is four more than 356. I f  the 
number that was chosen works, then the process is finished. I f  the number chosen does not 
work, then another number is chosen at random and the process begins again. This method 
is basically a "trial and error" approach. I f  the novice is "lucky" enough to  get the correct
number on an early trial, this method is very good; otherwise, there is no guarantee that 
process will ever end successfully.
START
No
Good?
Yes
STOP
G uess
Try It
Figure 1.3. Novice analyst flow chart
Figure 1.4 depicts a flow chart for an experienced novice. This person makes better 
choices each time. This novice has figured out that if he guesses a larger number next time, 
he will get closer to the correct answer. I f  he gets further away then he guesses a smaller 
number next time. By making more intelligent guesses each time, he can expect to get the 
answer in fewer guesses than the complete novice. Many numerical search techniques work 
like this. This is similar to the optimization techniques researched in nuclear fuel 
management.
ST A R T
T o o  S m all
T o o  L a rg e ?
No
So lu t ion?
T o o  L a rg e
T o o  Sm a l l?
Yes
S T O P
G u e s s
Try It
G u e s s
Bigger
N u m b e r
G u e s s
S m a l le r
N u m b e r
Figure 1.4. Experienced novice analyst flow chart
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Figure 1.5 depicts an expert approach to solving the problem. The first step is to 
translate the problem to a more abstract representation. In this case, the expert thinks o f 
expressing the problem in terms o f  an algebraic equation. Then the rules in this more 
abstract space o f  algebraic equations are used to  solve the problem. This provides a 
solution in the abstract space that is translatable back to  the original problem. This expert 
is then able to "derive" the answer instead o f having to  rely on his ability to  "guess."
ST A R T
S T O P
T r a n s l a t e  
into M ore  
A bs t rac t
S o lve  m o re  
G e n e r a l  
P ro b lem
Interpret  
into Spec if ic  
Solu t ion
Figure 1.5. Expert analyst flow  chart
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Dissertation Research Program Problem
This research proposes to  solve nuclear fuel management's narrowness problem by 
developing an expert system that will help the nuclear fuel analyst achieve an acceptable 
answer in a shorter time. The approach is to  capture the more abstract expertise that will 
allow the analyst to  solve the narrowness problem. Since there are several levels o f 
abstraction, a hierarchy o f the abstract methods is modeled in the expert system. This expert 
system is based on a hierarchy that does simple calculations to  guide the nuclear fuel analyst 
on what more detailed calculations should be done.
This research addresses the problem o f analyzing strategies for multiple nuclear fuel 
cycle management plans without using excessive computer resources. The present difficulty 
with determining a multi-cycle fuel management plan is the computational costs and time 
o f  evaluating a particular strategy. The method developed is a multi-level hierarchical 
approach that supports a nuclear fuel engineer's faster decision making by reducing the 
amount o f  computation necessary for more economical and faster decisions in the analysis 
o f  various fuel management plans.
The expert system developed is unique from three different viewpoints. The expert 
system  is based upon constraint propagation with a generic arithmetic interface. This 
generic arithmetic interface allows the rules in the knowledge domain to  remain the same 
w ith the ability to add different types o f  number systems. Another unique feature o f  this 
research is the nuclear fuel knowledge base created for the equilibrium nuclear fuel cycle. 
This nuclear fuel knowledge base has simplified methods for quickly estimating the
14
consequences o f various nuclear fuel management decisions on the economics o f  operating 
the nuclear power plant.
CHAPTER 2 
B A C K G R O U N D
The nuclear fuel manager strives to determine an optimum nuclear fuel management 
strategy. Typically, the best fuel management strategy will be the strategy with the 
maximum profit. This requires tradeoffs between the amount o f  fuel and fuel services 
needed and the amount o f  nuclear power that can be safely generated from the fuel. Ideally, 
a decision is based upon the evaluation o f  several fuel management strategies for all 
conceivable situations. A multi-cycle analysis is used to  evaluate a fuel management 
strategy.
Figure 1.1 presented the basic steps involved in evaluating a fuel management 
strategy. First a set o f desired cycle energies and corresponding cycle startup and shutdown 
dates are generated. Only the desired cycle energies are needed to  determine the fuel cycle 
plan. The fuel cycle plan specifies how many nuclear fuel assemblies o f  a specific design are 
needed to generate the desired cycle energies. The values calculated include the target batch 
discharge bumup, cycle length and coastdown lengths in each cycle. The fuel cycle plan 
along with startup and shutdown dates for the cycles provide the necessary data to 
determine the fuel cost for the fuel management strategy.
M ulti-cycle N uclear Fuel M anagem en t
M ulti-cycle nuclear fuel managers choose the fuel cycle plan that should provide 
electricity for the least cost. This cost consists o f  the nuclear fuel costs for operating the 
nuclear reactor and the replacement power costs for when the reactor is not operating. The 
fuel cycle plan describes the design and total number o f  fuel assemblies that will be used at
15
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the nuclear power plant and the amount o f  nuclear energy that will be obtained from the 
fuel.
Unfortunately, a nuclear fuel analyst does not have enough time and computer 
resources to  search for the best multi-cycle nuclear fuel management plan. Comes and 
Turinsky (1988) developed the OCEAN computer program to search for the optimal fuel 
cycle plan. The OCEAN program uses Monte-Carlo integer programming to  chose the best 
o f many possible fuel cycle plans. A simple nuclear model is used to generate a possible fuel 
cycle plan. The plan is then evaluated with a nuclear fuel cost program. After several 
thousand fuel cycle plans have been generated and evaluated, the best plans are evaluated 
w ith a more detailed nuclear fuel management computer program. This method is a 
com puterized version o f  the novice's method o f  solving the problem. It tries as many 
different alternatives as there is time and resources to  try.
An alternative approach to determine a fuel management strategy is to  use a simpler 
m odel o f  the physical process with a stronger search methodology. Tabak (1968) 
investigated using linear and quadratic programming for developing an optimum multi-cycle 
fuel management plan. His method used a zero-dimensional reactor model with the 
objective to  minimize Uranium-235 requirements or maximize Plutonium-239 generation. 
Tabak's method is good because it has an easily computable solution; however, the nuclear 
fuel business has changed dramatically since 1968 making the techniques obsolete for 
today's nuclear fuel management.
Another alternative is the use o f m odem  optimization techniques. Parks (1990) 
developed a computer program to determine an optimal fuel management plan that uses AI
17
enhanced simulated annealing. Simulated annealing is an optimization technique that still 
requires several cases to be evaluated. However, the AI enhancement is introduced to 
decrease the total number o f  cases to  be evaluated. Like the AI enhanced searching for an 
optimal nuclear fuel plan in Parks' method, the expert system in this study provides 
guidance; however, this project concentrates on guidance from the AI component to 
prevent the engineer from having to  do so many detailed evaluations.
The research described above addressed all three significant parts o f  the multi-cycle 
fuel management problem shown in Figure 1.1. M ost o f  the research to  improve the multi­
cycle fuel management process involves automation or improving the in-core analysis 
methods o f  the multi-cycle fuel design methodology. M ore detailed information about the 
three major parts o f  the multi-cycle fuel management analysis is described below.
The multi-cycle energy needs to  obtain a certain operating power output are 
described by a consistent set o f  cycle dates and cycle energies that also attempt to  provide 
a minimum cost plan. Egan (1984) describes several dates in an operating cycle as shown 
in Figure 2.1. The Beginning o f  Cycle, BOC, date is when the reactor is placed into service 
for the cycle. W hen the reactor cannot maintain the rated operating conditions because o f  
a lack o f  nuclear fuel, it has reached the Depletion o f  Reactivity, DOR, time at the End o f 
Full Power Life, EOFPL. Operating the reactor past EOFPL is done by cycle extension and 
allows extra energy to be obtained from the reactor without extra fuel. The reactor 
shutdown date for refueling defines the End o f  Life, EOL for the cycle. The End o f  Cycle, 
EO C date is when the reactor begins the next cycle. Once these dates are known, the
18
am ount o f  energy generated in the operating cycle will depend on the operating capacity 
factor.
Full P o w e r 
E n erg y
R efue ling
O u ta g o
C y cle  E x ten s io n  
E n erg y
C y cle  E x ten s io n  
E norgy
E O F P LE O FPL
Figure 2.1. General cycle structure vs. calendar tim e
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In-core multi-cycle nuclear fuel analysis requires modeling several cycle depletions. 
There are three activities to model for each cycle's depletion. First the number o f  assemblies 
that will be in the reactor during the cycle is determined. Then the loading pattern, or where 
in the reactor core the assemblies will reside during the cycle is determined. Then the cycle's 
operation is modeled. These activities are described below.
There are three parts to  determining the fuel assemblies that will be used in the 
cycle. Usually, an initial fuel assembly design is chosen as the fuel assembly design to  use. 
This decision is usually by an educated guess o f  the reactor designer. Then the number o f 
assemblies that are to  be loaded in the core is chosen to  match the desired energy. For 
example, the more fresh fuel assemblies loaded, the higher the cycle energy will be. After 
the fresh fuel elements are specified, the burned fuel assemblies that will be retained for the 
next cycle are specified. Usually, the newest and most reactive fuel assemblies are chosen 
to  be used in the next fuel cycle. I f  the energy obtained is not adequate, or there are 
problems with the margins to the safety limits, the fuel assembly design o f  the fresh fuel will 
have to  be changed. This may also change the required number o f  fresh fuel assemblies and 
the burned fuel that is to be reinserted into the reactor for another operating cycle.
D eterm ining the loading pattern is the next problem. This involves choosing the 
location that each o f  the fuel assemblies will occupy for the next operating cycle. This is 
probably one o f  the most difficult parts o f the nuclear fuel management design process. One 
reason for the difficulty is the number o f  possible permutations o f  fuel assembly locations. 
For a 624 fuel assembly BWR, the number o f different ways to place the 624 fuel assemblies 
is very large. Typically, there is some simplification by requiring quarter core symmetry in
the loading pattern. The problem then becomes easier but is still very large. Several 
approaches have been studied to help alleviate this complexity problem. The other problem 
is that many o f  the safety margins depend upon the reference loading pattern. Some o f  the 
approaches are based on a simple reactor model to  perform cycle depletion calculations to  
analyze different patterns. The results are then iteratively improved via any o f  a number o f 
several more detailed methods. Some examples are linear programming, approximation 
programming, control theory and expert systems. Sauar (1971) used linear programming 
to develop the loading patterns for multi-cycle fuel management plans. The results from the 
linear programming were corrected with more detailed reactor models to  help conserve 
computer resources. Kim, et al. (1989) used the method o f  approximation programming 
to develop loading patterns with the objective o f  increasing the discharge bum up o f  the fuel 
assemblies. They determined a target few-region core design, then created a loading pattern 
that matched this few-region core design and then made changes to  increase the bum up in 
the assemblies that were to be discharged at the end o f  the cycle. White, et al. (1986) used 
generalized perturbation theory methods to search for optimal loading patterns. Terney and 
W illiamson (1982) developed a method using optimal control theory to  develop reload 
patterns that decreased the power peaking factors in the reactor. Stout and Robinson 
(1973) developed the SHUFL code that used logical rules to  improve upon loading patterns 
by developing patterns that have lower peaking factors. Several expert systems (Rothleder, 
Poetschat, Faught & Eich, 1988; Galperin, Kimhi & Segev, 1989; Greek & Robinson, 
1989), have been developed to  help with the problem o f  determining an optimal reload 
pattern and have been used for PWRs.
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The evaluation o f  the completed design is done by modeling the cycle depletion. 
This step determines whether the plant safety limits have not been exceeded, that the desired 
cycle energy is achieved, and the fuel assembly state for the following fuel cycles. Uhrig and 
Miller (1989) have been investigating the use o f  neural networks to  increase the speed o f 
the evaluation o f  a fuel cycle design.
The fuel cycle plan specifies the assemblies that are to  be loaded as fresh fuel in all 
future cycles. This specification includes the design o f the assembly along with how many 
o f  the fuel assemblies o f  that particular design will be loaded in each cycle. The plan also 
specifies the amount o f  energy that will be obtained from each o f  the fuel assemblies during 
each cycle. Suzuki and Kiyose (1971) used the fact that the fuel cycle plan determines the 
econom ics o f  the fuel plan as a guide for an optimal fuel cycle plan. They used linear 
programming to determine the cycle plans that would generate the optimal fuel cycle plans 
for a multiple zone reactor. The linear program determined the fuel loadings in each reactor 
zone for each fuel cycle in the optimal fuel management plan.
The final stage o f  multi-cycle fuel analysis is evaluating the nuclear fuel economics 
o f the multi-cycle fuel management plan. The first step in the evaluation is to  determine the 
schedule for nuclear fuel services that are either contracted for or must be obtained on the 
open market. Then the cash-flow for the nuclear fuel budget can be determined. The final 
set o f  cash-flows can then be used to  calculate a net fuel cost value.
Thomas and Turinsky (1989) found that uncertainties in the cost components o f  the 
economic evaluation o f  a multi-cycle plan have little effect upon which multi-cycle plan is 
optimal. This means that there is no need to  consider uncertainties in the out-of-core
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evaluation o f  the fuel cycle plan. The best fuel cycle plan will be robust in terms o f  the 
uncertainties in uranium costs and enrichment costs.
The in-core analysis part o f  multi-cycle fuel management determines the physical 
requirements to  meet the desired cycle energies by analyzing the nuclear fuel's behavior in 
the reactor. The results o f  this analysis are given in the fuel cycle plan which specifies the 
fuel designs loaded in the reactor to achieve the desired cycle energies. Also the amount o f 
fuel elements used in each cycle is determined in the fuel cycle plan.
Some research has lead to  automation o f  the development o f  the fuel cycle plan. 
W all and Fenech (1965) used dynamic programming to  develop multi-cycle fuel 
management plans. They used a three region reactor wherein each reactor region had one 
age o f  fuel in it. In other words, a region would have either fresh fuel, once-burned fuel or 
twice-burned fuel. They also studied how close the EOC fuel states should be to  be 
considered equivalent states and hence use the benefits o f  dynamic programming. This is 
a simple reactor model but they were able to reduce the search space for the optimal fuel 
cycle plan. M otoda, et al. (1975) developed a multistage process that optimizes the 
refueling schedules for a nuclear reactor. It uses linear programming, direct search methods 
and different levels o f  detailed nuclear models. W estinghouse has developed the EXP- 
CYCLE expert system to use as an input processor to  a multi-cycle analysis computer 
program (Leech & Casadei, 1989). This expert system only provides guidance to  the user 
o f  the multi-cycle fuel management program used by Westinghouse.
There have been several methods tried to  find optimum fuel management plans. 
M any o f  the methods emphasize the use o f  large computers and running several cases.
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Another way o f  searching for the optimum fuel management plans has not yet been tried. 
This method would use the AI techniques from qualitative reasoning research to  provide 
guidance to  the analyst in order to  decrease the amount o f  computer and time resources 
needed to  find a better fuel management plan and it is the approach examined by this 
research.
Q ualita tive  Reasoning
Many o f the analysis methods described previously are very quantitative. Artificial 
Intelligence research has developed more symbolic rather than numerical analysis methods. 
One area o f  research is in the area o f  qualitative analysis methods. Some o f  these methods 
have also been used to  develop multiple abstraction levels to aid analysis.
DeKleer and Brown (de Kleer & Bobrow, 1984) used confluences, which are 
qualitative differential equations, to  develop a more understandable physics. They describe 
how physical systems can be in different states where the parameters influence each other 
in consistent ways. For this project, qualitative total differentials which will w ork very much 
like confluences will be used. However, the goal is not to  simulate a physical process but 
to understand the relationships between different variables in a decision problem.
Kuipers (1986) has used qualitative reasoning for simulation studies o f  several types 
o f  processes. He (Kuipers, 1986) also describes a computer program, QSIM, which has 
been used as the basis for much o f  the research into qualitative simulation, A  working 
vocabulary for qualitative analysis can be obtained by understanding the QSIM  description. 
One term, "reasonable function" on an interval [a,b] is the basic function that is represented 
in qualitative analysis. Another important concept described is that the state transitions from
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a point value into an interval value, called a P-transition, o r from an interval value to a point 
value, called an I-transition. This eliminates the total number o f  possible transitions 
possible. Also, the constraints on the reasonable function values are from mathematical 
relationships. Six different constraints are described. The first is ADD(f,g,h) which 
constrains h to  be the sum o f f  and g. The second is M ULT(f,g,h) which constraints h to 
be the product o f  f  and g. The third is M INUS(f,g) which means that g  is the additive 
inverse o f  f. DERIV(f,g) is the next which indicates that g  is the derivative o f  f. The last 
tw o are M + and M- which indicate that the relationship between the two functions are 
monotonic positive or negative, respectively. In this research qualitative relations are 
modeled after the M+ and M - constraints from QSIM.
A nother area o f debate in the field o f  qualitative reasoning is the implications o f 
causality. Rieger and Grinberg (1977) developed "a theory o f cause-effect representation 
to describe man-made mechanisms and natural laws." During the 1980s, a debate about the 
use o f qualitative reasoning for causality was occurring between Yumi Iwasaki and Herbert 
A. Simon (1986) (Iwasaki, et al., 1986), against Johan deKleer and John Seely Brown 
(1986). Basically, Iwasaki and Simon argued that causality can be obtained by the equations 
that describe the system. deKleer and Brown argued that there is a more general 
understanding o f causality that comes from the actual models. Since many o f  the questions 
addressed by the proposed expert system deal with causality, the approach to  causality will 
be between Iwasaki and Simon's position and deKleer and Brown's position. It is assumed 
that there are equations that describe the causality between the variables; however, the
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equations may not be completely known, so that the expert knowledge will provide clues 
to  what the actual equations might be.
H ierarch ica l M odels 
Qualitative reasoning methods have been expanded to  provide multi-level 
calculation capability in expert systems to  help explain results.
The NEW TON program, described by deKleer (1977), was one o f  the first to  use 
multiple representations o f  a domain for solving problems. The four representations used 
for analyzing a simple roller coaster were envisionment, qualitative, quantitative, and 
mathematical. Envisionment is the first level o f  problem solving and involves determining 
all possible behaviors o f  the roller coaster. The qualitative analysis methods will be able to 
solve some problems when envisionment is inadequate. Similarly, the quantitative methods 
will be able to provide solutions when the qualitative methods are inadequate. I f  all else fails 
then the symbolic mathematical routines can be used to  solve the problem. NEW TON 
attempts to  solve the problem using envisionment first, and if  not successful, will attempt 
to use qualitative methods to  solve the problem. NEW TON then continues in this fashion 
until required to  use the symbolic mathematical methods.
Raiman (1988) expanded qualitative reasoning methods by developing methods for 
order o f  magnitude reasoning to  help resolve ambiguity in qualitative reasoning. Three 
operators, Ne, Vo, and Co, were introduced and the rules that govern the manipulation o f 
the operators were placed in a system called FOG. The meaning o f  A  N e B is that A  is 
negligible in relation to  B. The meaning o f  A  Vo B is that A  is close to  B or (A-B) is 
negligible in relation to  B. The meaning o f  A  Co B is that A  and B have the same sign and
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order o f  magnitude. The FOG system has one axiom and 30 inference rules for dealing with 
the three operators.
In 1991, Raiman extended the use o f  order o f magnitude reasoning. In this work, 
he describes order o f  magnitude reasoning as an analogy with a coarse balance. He uses the 
coarse balance model to formalize the mathematics o f  order o f  magnitude reasoning. He 
also illustrates order o f magnitude reasoning with three different models: colliding masses, 
analog circuit analysis, and strong and weak acid chemistry.
Mavrovouniotis and Stephanopoulos (1988) classified process engineering system 
models into a level o f abstraction, or degree o f  qualitativeness, hierarchy. The highest level 
o f  abstraction is called Boolean models. These models contain information on what the 
variables are and which variables are related. The second level o f  abstraction is Qualitative 
models. These models are able to provide information on how the sign o f  the variables and 
how changes o f direction o f a variable affects the change in direction o f other variables. The 
third level o f  abstraction is order-of-magnitude models which use methods similar to those 
developed by Raiman. The lowest level in their hierarchy is the Quantitative models that 
employ detailed numerical and algebraic representations traditionally used in process 
engineering.
Simmons (1986) describes the "Qualitative Lattice . . . that smoothly integrates 
relationships, arithmetic expressions, qualitative and quantitative information." The 
Qualitative Lattice reasons about expressions and the ordinal relationships between the 
expressions. An expression is any real number, a variable that represents a real number, or 
an arithmetic expression about a real number. The representation in the Qualitative Lattice
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has the expressions as nodes in a digraph and the relationships between the expressions as 
the arc o f the digraph. The Qualitative Lattice uses different inferencing methods including 
graph search, numeric constraint propagation, interval arithmetic, relational arithmetic and 
constant elimination arithmetic.
Karp and Friedland (1989) describe six classes o f  calculations that can be done with 
different abstraction levels o f parameters. The first class is quantitative calculations. These 
are calculations that deal with quantitative values o f  the variables. The second class 
described is called "using mappings." These calculations are basically the same as using a 
table to lookup a value. The third class o f  calculation presented in "interpolating mappings." 
This calculation is basically the same as interpolating in the table lookup. The fourth class 
presented is "relative calculations." This type o f  calculation is very similar to  a ratioing o f 
the values. The fifth class presented is "qualitative calculations." Qualitative calculations 
are the type done in QSIM  by Kuipers. The last class presented is "monotonicity 
calculations." M onotonicity calculations are done by using knowledge o f  functional 
relationships between the variables in regions where the functions are monotonic. Then if  
an input variable changes, the direction o f  change in the output variable can be predicted.
Widman (1989) describes a dynamics model that uses semi-quantitative simulation 
as an alternative to  qualitative simulation. Widman developed a tw o level dynamics model 
o f  the heating system in a house. The model would then switch from qualitative to 
quantitative computations for simulation o f  the system. One o f  the suggested applications 
o f semi-quantitative simulation is "a computer-based productivity tool for informal 'back-of-
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the-envelope' reasoning about proposed designs." This project will develop such a "back-of- 
the-envelope" expert system for multi-cycle nuclear fuel management.
Cantwell, et al. (1990) iiave developed an automated simulation method for helping 
with the design o f  advanced life-support systems. Their method allows the designer to  have 
the simulation method change levels o f  computation to  help with the design o f  life support 
systems.
Each o f  these systems classify computer models by different levels o f  abstraction. 
For this project, the more abstraction in a model, the model could be more appropriate 
doing the analysis for the problem solving method. There are other ways to  classify the type 
o f  model to  be used.
Another part o f qualitative reasoning research is in the ontology o f  different models. 
Two types o f  model ontologies are the "device-centered ontology" and the "process- 
centered ontology" (Forbus, 1988). Theoretically, any modeling decision must choose 
between these two ontologies.
Hobbs (1985) proposes a theory o f granularity for constructing simple models from 
m ore complex models. He describes several types o f  granularity that an intelligent agent 
uses to  solve problems. Hobbs begins by assuming the existence o f  a global theory o f  the 
world. His idea is to  translate this global theory to  a more computational local theory by 
using an indistinguishability relation. This is similar to  the idea o f  solving the same problem 
"for all practical purpose." The indistinguishability relation then allows him to determine 
a mapping from the complete theory into a more "coarse-grained" theory. This theory is 
then used to  answer the question. Hobbs also discusses how some ideas have an
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indistinguishability property that makes idealization easy in an expert system. His example 
is the inability o f  most people to  distinguish between temperatures that are only 2 degrees 
different. Hobbs also points out that the different local theories should be articulated well 
enough so that the results from the different granularity levels match adequately.
Addanki, Cremonini, and Penberthy (1991) have described how a Graph o f  Models 
can be used to help resolve differences between observed values and values predicted by a 
model. In a Graph o f  Models, each node o f  the graph is a particular model o f  the 
phenomenon. Each arc o f  the graph has conditions for traversing the arc that represent the 
different assumptions between the models at each end o f  the graph. They provided a 
detailed description o f  their system that included models from several domains and the types 
o f  assumptions that distinguish between the models (Addanki, et al., 1991).
Weld (1992) suggests a set o f  properties that can be used to  represent the different 
assumptions. Weld investigates model accuracy in great detail. He also suggests a scope 
which specifies the boundaries o f the system being modeled as another property o f  a model. 
The domain o f  applicability is another property o f  a model. The model's resolution is 
another property that can be used for classification o f the model. W eld admits that he has 
not covered all properties since he also suggests that the ontology o f  the model could be 
used; however, the ontology o f  a model is difficult to  describe. The w ork W eld did on 
accuracy includes how to  determine when the accuracy o f  a simplified model can be used 
instead o f  the more detailed model.
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Optimization and Decision Theory
A simple Linear Programming optimization problem that is analyzed qualitatively 
suggests that optimization with only qualitative knowledge is possible. For example, if  the 
objective is to maximize 4x-6y, then qualitatively, one wants the value o f  x to  be maximum 
and the value o f y to  be minimum. It is likely that when searching for the best nuclear fuel 
management plan, any optimization at the higher abstraction levels may help at later, more 
specific stages o f  optimization.
The first optimization problems that engineering students learn to  solve are to  find 
the extremes o f real valued functions with continuous first derivatives on the domain o f  the 
real numbers. This is typically done by finding where the first derivative o f  the function goes 
to zero. Later, the domain is expanded to multiple dimensional real number space; however, 
the problem  is similar. Possibly, the optimization o f  a function o f  multiple dimension 
domain that has an equality constraint is also studied.
The first optimization method learned in operations research is typically linear 
programming. This works when the constraints on the domain are all linear functions o f  the 
decision variables and the objective function is also a linear function. The constraints in this 
linear programming typically include inequality constraints.
In more advanced operations research, other mathematical programming methods 
are studied. Dynamic programming is often used for problems with several stages. Integer 
programming is used when the decision space is discrete. Geometric programming is useful 
when the objective function is a product instead o f  linear combination o f  the decision
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variables. The M ethod o f  Approximation Programming is often used in nuclear fuel 
management optimization.
Several optimal search techniques have been developed in artificial intelligence 
research. Some such as alpha-beta are used in adversarial situations to help reduce the 
search space for the optimal strategy. Others such as the A* method uses dynamic 
programming ideas to  reduce the time for the search. These are typically used for search 
trees for information. These methods may turn out to  be usable with qualitative 
representations.
Decision theory has attempted to answer the problem o f  determining the value o f  
information. This basically requires determining when the cost o f  obtaining information 
exceeds the value that is expected to bet obtained from having the information. It may be 
possible to  use this method to  determine what form o f  calculation is needed to  answer 
particular nuclear fuel management questions.
Lippman and McCardle (1991) describe a method for searching for the best 
technology when each technology has an uncertain value. It is interesting because it makes 
an estimate o f  the remaining possibilities in the search domain using a Bayesian updating o f  
the probability o f  finding a better technology the next time. This may be a good method to  
evaluate the value o f  different computation methods.
Specific Thesis Objectives
This research project has two specific objectives. The first specific object was to 
develop a hierarchical expert system for analysis. This is to  be done by creating a system 
that uses different abstractions for both the numbers and the relationships between the
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numbers in an analysis. The resulting expert system is described in Chapter 3. The second 
specific objective is to determine the variables and relationships in the domain o f  nuclear fuel 
management. In this system, the relationships used are very simple nuclear fiiel models. 
The resulting system o f  variables and relationships are described in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 
describes a  sample session with the resulting expert system. The sample session illustrates 
how the system might be used by a working world nuclear fuel manager for guidance on a 
good nuclear fuel strategy.
C H A PT E R  3
HIERARCHICAL EXPERT SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The six levels o f the hierarchical expert system are shown in Figure 3.1. The lowest 
level is a constraint propagation program described by Abelson, et al. which was used as a 
starting point for the system developed in this project. The next level has some 
modifications made to  Abelson, et al's program to develop a more generic constraint 
propagation system. The next higher level has generic mathematical operators and 
constraints. The next higher abstraction level uses generic arithmetic operators which allow 
for different number representations. The highest generic level has some engineering 
economic analysis routines. These levels in the hierarchy are described in this chapter. The 
highest level contains the knowledge that is specific to  the expert system domain and is 
described in the next chapter.
The Starting Point
The starting point o f  this expert system is the constraint propagation system 
described by Abelson, et al. (1985). They created a constraint propagation system and 
illustrated it by building a constraint between temperature values in units o f  Fahrenheit and 
centigrade degrees. The system was written in the SCHEME dialect o f  LISP and uses an 
object oriented approach. A description o f  how the system works is given in this section.
The example provided by Abelson, et al. uses constraint propagation to  maintain a 
tem perature value consistent in both Fahrenheit and centigrade degrees. The user first 
defines two connectors where one connector maintains the temperature value in Fahrenheit 
degrees and the other connector naintains the temperature value in centigrade degrees. Then
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Modified Constraint Propagation System
Abelson, et al’s Constraint Propagation System
Figure 3.1. Different levels in expert system
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the user constrains the tw o connectors with a constraint object that keeps the temperature 
values consistent by converting the units between Fahrenheit and centigrade degrees. Now, 
when the user sets the centigrade connector's value to 25, the constraint propagation system 
outputs that the centigrade tem perature is set to  25 and the Fahrenheit tem perature is 77. 
I f  the user then attempts to  set the Fahrenheit temperature to  212, the system responds with 
an error message that the Fahrenheit temperature o f  212 contradicts with the value o f  77. 
W hen the user requests that the centigrade temperature be forgotten, both the centigrade 
and the resulting Fahrenheit temperature values are forgotten. Then when the user sets the 
Fahrenheit value to  212, the constraint propagation system calculates and outputs the 
centigrade temperature value o f  100.
The constraint propagation system uses two basic object classes. One object class 
is the connector that corresponds to  the variables in the analysis. The other object class is 
the constraint object that corresponds to the relationship between the connectors attached 
to  the constraint object. One way to  generically describe object classes is to  specify the 
interfaces to  other objects, the methods used with the object and the state values for the 
object.
The connector object is used to  represent the variables in an analysis. The state 
variables o f  the connector object are the value, the informant, and a list o f  the constraint 
objects that the connector participates with. The external interface o f  the connector object 
uses the messages 'has-value?, Value, 'set-value!, 'forget, and 'connect. The object’s 
methods are set-my-value, forget-my-value, and connect.
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The connector object is activated when it receives a message from another object. 
When the connector receives the message 'has-value?, the connector responses with either 
a true or false depending upon whether there is an informant or not. W hen the connector 
receives the message 'value, the connector returns its value. When the connector receives 
the message 'set-value!, the connector will execute its set-my-value method. W hen the 
connector object receives the message 'forget, the connector will execute the forget-my- 
value method. When the connector object receives the message 'connect, the connector will 
execute the connect method.
The methods for the connector object are actually computer routines. The connect 
method adds the setting constraint to  the list o f  constraints that the connector participates 
in. The forget-my-value method sends a message to all o f  the constraint objects, except the 
one requesting the forget, that a value is no longer known. The set-my-value method will 
set the value o f  the connector unless the value is already set to  a different value in which 
case, an error message is printed. After the set-my-value routine sets the value, the 
connector informs each constraint, except the constraint object that requested the setting 
o f  the value, that a new value o f  the connector has been set.
The other class o f  objects are the constraint objects. There were three constraint 
object: a probe, an adder, and a multiplier. All o f  the constraint objects have only two 
messages: 'I-have-a-value and 'I-lost-my-value. The probe constraint object prints the value 
o f the connector. I f  the probe constraint receives the message 'I-have-a-value, it will output 
the connector's name and its value. I f  the probe constraint receives the message 'I-lost-my- 
value, it will output the connector's name and "?" indicating that the value is no longer
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known. The functional constraint objects are the adder constraint object and the multiplier 
constraint object. The adder constraint object constrains three connector objects such that 
the third connector's value is the sum o f  the other tw o connectors' values. The multiplier 
constraint object constrains three connector objects such that the third connector's value is 
the product o f  the other tw o connectors' values.
When one o f the functional constraint objects receives the message 'I-lost-my-value 
from any one o f  the three connectors connected to  it, the constraint executes the method 
process-forget-value. The process-forget-value method first sends a message to  all o f  the 
connectors to forget its value. I f  the functional constraint object was the informant for a 
connector's value, that value will be forgotten. Then the functional constraint object 
executes the process-new-value method. The process-forget-value method is identical for 
both the adder and the multiplier constraint objects.
The process-new-value method o f  the functional constraint object is executed to 
update the values o f  the connectors participating in the constraint. This method will check 
to  see if  there is enough information to compute any o f  the other values. I f  there is, then 
the values are computed and messages sent to  the appropriate connectors to  set their values 
to  the newly computed values. For example, in the multiplier constraint object, the first 
condition checks to  see if  either o f  the multiplicands have a value o f  zero. I f  this is true, 
then the process-new-value routine sends a message to  the connector for the product to  set 
its value to  zero. Next, the situation o f  both multiplicands having a value is checked. I f  they 
do, then the product is calculated and a message is sent to  the product connector to  set its 
value to the computed product value. I f  neither o f  these steps have successfully computed
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a new value for the product connector, the routine checks to  see if the product connector 
has a value for the product and one o f  the multiplicands' connectors also have a value. I f  
there are values for these connectors, the constraint object calculates the value o f  the other 
multiplicand and sends this connector a message to  set its value.
The Modified Constraint Propagation System
The constraint propagation system used in this project is a modification to  the 
constraint propagation system by Abelson, et al. One o f  the modifications is the addition 
o f  a routine to make changing a connector's value easier. Another modification made was 
to  the procedure for comparing whether two values were close enough to  each other to  be 
considered equal. The other modification is an abstraction o f  the constraint object to 
separate the processes needed for the constraint propagation system from the processes for 
computing values.
In order to  determine the effect o f  changing a value in the starting constraint 
propagation system, the user has to  first issue a command to  forget the value o f  the 
connector and then to  set the value o f  the connector. This is tedious for the user, so a 
routine called reset-value! was written that first sends the message to  the connector to 
forget its value. The routine then sends the message to  the connector to  set its value to the 
new value. This makes the constraint propagation system easier to  use.
In the original constraint propagation system, the test for whether a contradiction 
occurs is the equality predicate. Since calculations with real numbers will sometimes have 
roundoff errors, the routine would take numbers that were very close and cause 
contradiction error messages. Therefore, instead o f  using the equality predicate, a predicate
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routine was written called close-enough? which will return a TRUE value if the real numbers 
x and y are such that:
\*-y\
yJWy\
w here e  is arbitrarily given the value 0.00001. The close-enough? routine will check to 
m ake sure that neither x or y is equal to  zero before doing the calculation for the above 
equation. I f  both are equal to  zero, the routine returns a TRUE value. I f  only one is equal 
to zero, the routine returns a FALSE value. This routine could also be changed to 
determine if  other number representations are close enough to  be considered equal.
The modification making a more generic constraint object is theoretically more 
significant. The constraint objects for the adder and multiplier constraint objects had the 
same coding except for the part to  process a new value where the new values o f  the 
connectors are calculated. The constraint object for the adder and multiplier constraint 
objects are identical except for the method to  process-new-value. Therefore, a more 
abstract constraint object can be created. This constraint object could then be used to  define 
the adder and multiplier constraint object by having the appropriate process-new-value 
routine as an input to the generic constraint object. By also including the list o f  connectors 
as an input to the generic constraint object, all o f  the constraint propagation processes can 
be separated from the actual relationships between the variables. The generic constraint 
object is used to define all o f  the more specific constraint objects that can have any number 
o f  connectors associated with the constraint object.
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Mathematical Operators
The variables typically used in an engineering analysis are assumed to  have real 
numbers as their values. The real numbers are a set o f  numbers that satisfy the axioms o f 
a field with respect to  the operations o f addition and multiplication. Using the properties 
o f  a field allows some o f  the computing to  be decreased. For example, a constraint object 
that represents a relationship induced by an operation like addition that has the commutative 
property  and the existence o f  an inverse operation can be written. The operations o f  
addition and multiplication have inverse operations o f subtraction and division, respectively. 
F or the process-new-value method in the adder and multiplier constraint objects, the 
forward operation is used in the first case and the inverse operation is used for the second 
and third cases. The same inverse operation can be used for the last two cases whenever 
the forw ard operation is commutative, which is true for addition and multiplication. A 
generic operator was developed that has two inputs, one output, an operator, the inverse 
operator as determined by the user. This allowed the adder and multiplier constraint objects 
to  be defined with less input.
Generic mathematical operators were used in order to  allow for different number 
representations. The generic operator for addition is "add" instead o f "+." This routine will 
check for the type o f numbers to  be added, and then call the appropriate routine to  add the 
tw o numbers together. Similar generic routines are used for multiplication, additive and 
multiplicative inverses, and additive and multiplicative identity predicates. This generic 
arithm etic capability allows the same knowledge base to  be used for any o f  the number 
representations without changing the knowledge base. It also allowed some o f  the
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computation methods to  be guided by more symbolic relationships. For example, the divide 
procedure actually calculates the multiplicative inverse o f  the divisor and if  there is not a 
multiplicative inverse, the division is not performed. The most common reason for not 
having a multiplicative inverse is that the divisor is equal to  zero.
DiiTerent N um ber R epresen tations 
This expert system uses four types o f number representations. The first is the basic 
real num bers that are implemented in the SCHEME dialect o f  LISP used for this expert 
system. The real numbers were extended to include the use o f  positive and negative infinity 
as possible values to use in the expert system. Also, there were two representations o f  sets 
o f  real numbers that was implemented. One is called qd3, which stands for qualitative- 
discrete-three valued. The three values are zero, positive numbers and negative numbers. 
The other number representation is intervals o f  real numbers. This section describes the 
implementation o f  these different number representation.
There are several different routines, or operations, that must be defined to  use a 
different number representation. Table 3.1 shows the different unary and binary operations 
that must be defined for each number representation. The generic arithmetic system was 
implemented by using a routine that determines what representation the input value(s) is and 
then calling the appropriate routine for that operation and representation. The routine is 
stored in a table o f  routines that are looked up using keys o f  the desired operation and the 
type o f  operand(s). For the generic operation o f  add, the table has a routine under the key 
of'add. For subtract, the generic operator is defined as the addition o f  the additive inverse, 
so there is no routine 'subtract. The situation is similar for the generic operation o f  divide.
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Table 3.1. Different unary and binary operations that must be defined for each number 
representation
Generic Operation Routine
Identification
Unary or 
Binary
Purpose
additive-identity? -zero? U Is the value the additive identity?
additive-inverse 'negative u Calculate the additive inverse o f  
the input value.
multiplicative-
inverse
'reciprocal u Calculate the multiplicative inverse 
o f  the input value.
pos? 'positive? u Is the input value positive?
neg? 'negative? u Is the input value negative?
print-value 'print-it u Output the value.
equivalent? '=? B Are the tw o inputs equivalent?
add 'add B Add the tw o inputs.
multiply 'mul B Multiply the tw o inputs
subtract N ot applicable B Subtract the second input value 
from the first input value.
divide N ot applicable B Divide the second input value into 
the first input value.
exponent 'exp B Find the value that equal to  the 
first input to  the pow er o f  the 
second input value.
logarithm 'log B Find the logarithm o f  the first input 
value using the base o f  the second 
value.
The number representation for positive and negative infinity allows the use o f  the 
extended real numbers to  be used in the analysis. The routines for the infinite numbers will 
sometimes not return values. For example, when adding positive and negative infinity, the
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result is unknown. The division o f the infinite values is defined as shown in Table 3.2. The 
reason for defining division o f  infinite values in this manner is that the division o f  positive 
infinity by positive infinity could be defined by
(-)
y
Since x is approaching positive infinity, it will be positive and similarly for y. I f  x  and y are 
both positive, their quotient will also be positive. Therefore, the result o f  dividing positive 
infinity by positive infinity could be any positive number. This is represented by the positive 
qd3 value discussed below. W ith a similar argument, the other values in Table 3.2 can be 
determined.
Table 3 .2. The division o f  infinite values
-J- .00 OO
- o o (qd3 'pos) (qd3 'neg)
oo (qd3 'neg) (qd3 j>os)
The qd3 number representation is to represent the three values o f  negative numbers, 
positive numbers and zero. This number representation has only three possible values. One 
o f  the possible values is 0. The other possible values is ‘pos and ‘neg. The addition and 
multiplication rules for the qd3 values are given in Tables 3.3 and 3.4.
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Table 3.3. The addition o f  qd3 values
Addition 'neg 0 'pos
'neg 'neg 'neg ?
0 'neg 0 'pos
'POS ? 'pos 'pos
Table 3. 4. The multiplication o f  qd3 values
Multiplication 'neg 0 'pos
'neg 'pos 0 'neg
0 0 0 0
'pos .!?eg ..... 0 'pos
A more generic representation o f  a set o f  real number values is to  use intervals o f  
real numbers. Then the qd3 representation has values o f  either the interval from negative 
infinity to zero, which are the negative numbers, the interval from zero to  positive infinity, 
which are the positive numbers, and the interval from zero to  zero, which could represent 
the number zero. The real numbers can be represented as intervals with the lower limit and 
the upper limit equal to  the number to  be represented.
In order to  use intervals in this constraint propagation system, the arithmetic 
methods must be described for each o f  the operations. The methods for computing the 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and exponentiation for an interval 
representation in a constraint propagation system is from M oore (1966). Letting [a,b]
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represent the interval o f  numbers between a and b, the following are the rules o f  arithmetic 
for intervals:
[a,b] + [c,d] = [a+c,b+d]
[a,b] - [c,d] = [a-d,b-c]
[a,b] • [c,d] =  [min(ac,ad,bc,bd),max(ac,ad,bc,bd)] 
and, if  zero is not in [c,d]
[a,b] /  [c,d] = [a,b] • [1/d, 1/c],
Peter Struss (1987) describes some difficulties with using interval representations. 
One problem discussed is that the above definition does not provide for a multiplicative 
inverse that can be multiplied with a value to get the multiplicative identity o f  1. For 
example, the quotient o f  the interval [1,2] divided by [1,2] gives [.5,2] instead o f  the 
equivalent o f  the multiplicative identity, [1,1]. The multiplicative identity is included in the 
resulting interval however. Therefore, the values expected to  occur in a computation will 
be contained in the computed interval even when the computed interval contains unexpected 
values.
Once all o f  the routines are determined for operations with identical representations, 
the need for the system to  w ork with mixed number representations becomes necessary. 
Abelson, et al. (1985) also discuss how to implement the generic arithmetic system with 
different types o f  number representations. They suggest using coercion to  make the convert 
the different number types into a single representation and then do the operation on this 
representation. The most generic representation in this expert system is the interval 
representation. Therefore, if  the number representation o f  the connector's values are
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different, they are converted into interval representation to  do the mathematical operation. 
Next, the expert system attempts to simplify the resulting interval value. For example, if the 
minimum and maximum value o f  the interval are identical, then the interval can be 
represented as the number equal to  the minimum, or maximum, o f  the interval.
These procedures were programmed into the expert system using the different 
generic operator interface methods. I f  other number types, such as fuzzy numbers, are to 
be added, then the process should again be as easy.
Econom ic C o n stra in t O bjects
There are tw o different economic constraint objects developed for this expert 
system. One is that the profit and the costs are summed to get the total revenues. The other 
converts a present worth cash flow into an annuity cash flow that begins at the same time 
as the cash flow.
The profit is determined by using an adder constraint with the profit plus the costs 
being equal to the total revenues. This constraint is illustrated in Figure 3.2. In Figure 3.2, 
the connectors are Profit, Costs, and Revenues. The adder constraint object constrains the 
Revenues to  the sum o f  the Profit and Costs connectors.
The other economic constraint object is one that converts a cash flow to a present 
worth equivalent cash flow over several periods. W hen the total time periods are different 
in an economic analysis, the procedure is to determine equivalent annuity cash flows so that 
these cash flows can be compared. Since comparisons o f  the nuclear fuel cycle cash flows
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PROFIT
COSTS
R E V E N U E S
Figure 3.2. The profits, costs, and revenues constraint object
for different length fuel cycles are desired, there is a need for an economic constraint object 
relating the single cash flow and annuity cash flow.
Assume that an activity's cash flow is a periodic function o f time. The cash flow can 
then be converted to an equivalent single cash flow at the beginning o f  the period. Then if 
the period is divided into N  equal time periods, the need is to  obtain the equivalent equal 
size cash flows at each o f the N equal time periods. Let the length o f  the period o f  the cash 
flows be N. Let the cash flow at time 0 be P. Let the cash flows at each interval o f  the 
period be A. Then the equation would be:
A=P*F(A\P)
where
F(A jP)= ^  +- —  
(1-rf-l
where r is the monthly cost o f  capital and N  is the number o f  months in the period.
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Use of T his H ierarch ica l C o n stra in t P ropagation  System  
This hierarchical constraint propagation system can be used for many analysis 
domains. In chapter 4, the variables and the relationships between the variables for 
equilibrium nuclear fuel cycles are described. These variables and relationships w ere then 
input to  this hierarchical constraint propagation system described in this chapter. Some 
example results from the resulting system are provided in chapter 5.
The procedure to use this hierarchical constraint propagation system to develop an 
expert system in another domain is relatively simple. The first step is to  determine the 
variables and relationships between the variables that describe the expertise in the domain. 
From  this, the constraint system connectors can be made for each variable. I f  the 
relationships are simple additions or multiplications, then the connectors can be constrained 
by the adder and multiplier constraint objects. For more complicated relationships, complex 
constraint objects can be built by combing the adder and multiplier constraint objects.
The next step is to provide the values for the parameters known in the analysis. The 
values o f the parameters can be specified as a number,an infinite value, a qd3 value (negative 
number, 0, or positive number) or as an interval. I f  needed, another number representation 
can be added by just defining the few routines to  w ork with the generic add, multiply, 
subtract, and divide operations. This was done above for the interval representation. As 
new values are added or changed, then all o f  the values that change will be output by the 
system.
C H A PT E R  4
E Q U IL IB R IU M  N U C L E A R  FU E L  M A N A G EM EN T K N O W L E D G E  
One knowledge domain that can benefit from using a hierarchical analysis expert 
system is the equilibrium fUel cycle knowledge used to  make long term nuclear fuel 
m anagement decisions. A  description o f  the variables and the relationships between the 
variables are presented in this chapter. Figure 4.1 illustrates the variables as connectors 
between constraint objects that represent the relationships between the variables.
The detailed description o f  the variables and relationships illustrated in Figure 4.1 
is split into several sections. The first section describes the economic evaluation methods 
shown in Figure 4.1. The second section discusses the different decision variables in the 
expert system. The third section discusses some o f  the constraints on the decision problem. 
The next section describes the simple nuclear fuel relationships used in the expert system. 
The final section describes some constraint objects for converting the units o f  the different 
values.
N uclear Fuel O bjective 
An electric utility's objective when operating a nuclear reactor is to  maximize its 
profit. There are several time periods to use to  calculate the profit. For example, the profit 
could be calculated on a fuel cycle by fuel cycle basis. This profit would be the difference 
between the amount o f money made by generating the energy during the cycle and the cost 
o f  the fuel to be used in the cycle. Since the cycle lengths could be different, a comparison 
between short and long fuel cycles would not be valid using the cycle profit value.
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Figure 4.1. The nuclear fuel know ledge diagram
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To correctly evaluate between different cycle durations, monthly profit is more 
appropriate profit time period to  account for the differences between 12, 18, and 24 month 
fuel cycles. The determination o f the monthly profit is done with the constraint object for 
equalizing the present value o f an annuity cash flow to the present value o f  a single payment 
as described in chapter 3. This requires the duration o f  the fuel cycle, the capital cost o f  the 
fuel and the cycle profit.
The cycle profit is calculated as the difference between the revenues generated and 
the costs. Instead o f  using the actual revenues, the "revenues" from generating with the 
nuclear power plant is a savings on the amount o f  other generated electrical power. The 
value is calculated as the product o f the average replacement power cost and the total cycle 
electrical energy generation.
The costs for the nuclear reactor's monthly profit include the monthly equivalent 
capital cost o f  the reactor and the operating and maintenance, O&M, costs o f  the reactor. 
The monthly equivalent capital cost for the reactor is a constant that depends upon the total 
cost o f  building the reactor and not upon the fuel management decision made. This version 
o f  the expert system assumes that the different fuel management alternatives will have 
negligible differences in the reactor's O&M  costs. Therefore, the monthly profit results are 
better described as monthly fuel profits instead o f  the reactor's total monthly profits.
The costs considered in nuclear fuel management decisions are the costs for the fuel 
loaded into the nuclear reactor. This value is calculated as the product o f  the cost for a unit 
mass o f  nuclear fuel and the mass o f  nuclear fuel used in a fuel cycle.
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The cost for a unit mass o f  nuclear fuel depends upon the enrichment o f  the fuel. 
F o r example, a higher fuel enrichment requires more natural uranium to be mined and 
converted. The relationship o f  the amount o f  uranium needed is approximately linear with 
respect to  the final fuel enrichment. Doing a linear regression o f  the typical unit price o f 
nuclear fuel as a function o f  enrichment, the following relationship was found:
P - C x+ C fe
where P is the price o f  nuclear fuel in dollars per metric ton o f  uranium, or MTU, e is the 
average U-235 enrichment in w/o, Q  has a value o f $108,692.90 per metric ton o f  uranium, 
and C2 has a value o f  $393,390.10 per metric ton o f  uranium per w/o U-235.
The variables that affect the economics o f  a nuclear fuel plan are the following: the 
fuel enrichment, the amount o f  fuel bought, the amount o f  energy generated and the 
duration o f  the cycle length. Some o f  these, like the cycle length, are decided by the nuclear 
power plant operator. The amount o f  fuel bought and the fuel enrichment are also decided 
upon by the reactor operator. However, these and the amount o f  energy generated are 
related with each other by the reactor physics constraints.
Decision Variables
The decisions that the utility managers can make determine the values for the 
following: the cycle duration, the amount o f  planned coastdown energy generation, the 
num ber o f  fuel assemblies to  load for each fuel cycle, and the fuel design o f  those fuel 
assemblies.
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The cycle duration is determined when the utility manager decides how long the fuel 
cycle should be. Typically, the cycle duration will be either 12, 18, or 24 months. This is 
because the peak demand for electric power for most utilities occurs during the summer or 
the winter. In order to  not have the power plant shutdown during these times, the utility 
chooses a cycle duration that is a multiple o f six months and then shutdown for refueling in 
the spring or fall seasons.
Some utilities plan to operate their nuclear power plant with some cycle extension 
energy generation. This allows some flexibility in the planning o f  their fuel cycle 
requirements. It also allows the fuel to have a lower average enrichment which means that 
the fuel is less expensive.
A  major decision that the fuel manager makes is the number o f  fuel assemblies to 
load into the reactor. The number o f  fuel assemblies determine the total mass o f fresh fuel 
loaded at each fuel cycle. The number o f  fresh fuel assemblies loaded also affects the 
amount o f  fuel that is discharged from previous cycles and will not generate any more 
energy.
The other decision that the fuel manager must make is the fuel design to  load into 
the reactor. This decision affects several reactor core design variables. The reload assembly 
design determines the following values: the assembly mass, the average enrichment, and the 
maximum batch discharge burnup.
Design Constraints
The design o f  a nuclear fuel cycle must meet several constraints. Some o f  the 
constraints are from the physical design o f  the power plant system and the reactor internal
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structures. Others deal with the safe operation o f  the nuclear reactor. This section 
discusses the different constraints used in this expert system.
The number o f  fuel assemblies in the reactor core is one o f  these constraints. A 
nuclear power plant is built and the total number o f  fuel assemblies in the reactor core is 
determined by the reactor internal structures. These structures are very difficult to  change; 
therefore, the total number o f  fuel assemblies in the reactor is a constraint on the decisions 
that the nuclear fuel manager can make when designing the equilibrium fuel cycle.
The rated power levels, both thermal and electrical, are also design constraints. The 
rated electrical power level is determined by the design o f  the electric generator. The rated 
thermal power and the rated electrical power are used to  design the balance o f  the nuclear 
power plant. These values are rarely changed so the nuclear fuel manager must w ork within 
these constraints also.
Maximum capacity factor is another constraint that depends upon the reliability o f 
the power plant. The maximum capacity factor with the rated power level constrains the 
to ta l amount o f  energy that can be generated during any time period. A  higher capacity 
factor will have a higher energy generation over the same time period. M ost nuclear power 
plants have a capacity factor o f  about 80% (Nuclear Fuel. 1993).
The safe operation also provides constraints on the feasible decisions available to 
the nuclear fuel analyst. The safety constraints include a limit on enrichment for safe fuel 
fabrication, a limit on the batch average discharge burnup, and limits on the power 
distribution in the reactor core. The current version o f  the expert system does not take into
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account the power distribution; however, the other safety constraints are implemented as 
discussed below.
One constraint to  allow for safe fabrication o f  the fuel is a constraint on the 
maximum enrichment. M ost nuclear fuel fabrication plants have a limit on the maximum 
enrichment allowed at the facility. This limits the enrichment that can be placed into the fuel 
assem blies a t the facility and therefore limits the maximum enrichment for the fuel in the 
reactor. In this expert system, the value o f the maximum enrichment used is 4.0 w/o U-235.
Maximum batch average discharge burnup is a constraint on how long the fuel can 
be in the reactor generating energy. The reason for this safety constraint is that the more 
energy tha t is generated by a  fuel assembly, the older the fuel assembly must be and the 
more radiation damage has occurred to  the structure o f  the fuel assembly. This makes fuel 
failure a more likely event. Therefore, the maximum discharge burnup is limited as part o f 
the fuel fabrication warranty. In the example session, the maximum discharge burnup is an 
input to the analysis.
At a lower level o f the nuclear fuel analysis, there are several other constraints that 
will have to  be satisfied. For example, the current level assumes a point reactor, linear 
reactivity  analysis model provides values for a nuclear fuel loading that meets all o f  the 
safety design constraints. Many o f  these constraints are strongly dependent upon the spacial 
distribution o f  the power (the peak power level is one o f  the constraints) and therefore 
require a  more detailed model to  find the optimum case. One idea for implementing this 
type o f  constraint at this higher analysis level is with a different type o f  constraint object that
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maintains a table o f  known cases that meet all o f  the safety constraints. This is discussed 
in more detail as one the recommendations for further w ork in chapter 6.
R eac to r Physics C onstra in ts
In this expert system, some o f the variables are related by the physics o f  the nuclear 
reactor. The nuclear reactor model used is a very simple model that is based upon the 
L inear Reactivity Model, LRM  (Driscoll, Downar & Pilat, 1990). LRM  uses simple 
algebraic equations as the relationships between the variables in nuclear reactor theory.
The batch fraction is useful to  relate several o f  the parameters. For example, one 
definition o f  the batch fraction is the ratio o f  the number o f  fuel assemblies loaded into the 
reacto r for each cycle to  the number o f  fuel assemblies in the reactor core. The batch 
fraction is also defined as the ratio o f  the cycle burnup to  the batch average discharge 
burnup.
The other relationship from the Linear Reactivity Model provides a relationship 
betw een the amount o f  cycle burnup, discharge burnup and coastdown burnup to  the 
average enrichment o f  the fuel in the reactor. The e_LRM  constraint object, shown in 
Figure 4.1, is used to constrain the different burnup values with the enrichment o f  the fuel.
The e_LRM constraint used in this expert system uses two coefficients for the linear 
model relating the bumups to the enrichment. The coefficients are from the World Nuclear 
Outlook 1994 report (World Nuclear Outlook 1994. 1994). The equation is:
E=a+bBJ<\+F)
where:
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F = fraction o f  the core being replaced in an equilibrium reloading,
Bd = equilibrium discharge batch average burnup in m egawatts thermal per metric ton o f  
initial heavy metal,
E  = enrichment assay in percent
and a and b are regression coefficients. For boiling w ater reactors, the value given in the 
report for a is 1.052 and the value given for b is 0.0000457.
The actual relationship used in this expert system is a modified form o f  the above 
relationship. First, since the product o f  F and Bd is the cycle burnup, the cycle burnup is 
used instead o f  the batch fraction and the discharge burnup. Also, the modified equation 
used in this work allows the coastdown burnup to  be considered. The equation is 
proprietary to  General Electric and hence is not included here.
U nits C onversion C onstra in ts  
Many times the variables used do not have the correct units to  use in the analysis. 
This provides the need for converting the units o f  the value.
The expert system user will typically specify the cycle length duration in units o f 
months. For example, the cycle length duration is typically either 12, 18, or 24 months. The 
calculation o f  the energy generation capability uses the cycle duration in days. Therefore, 
a constraint object is needed to  relate the value o f  the duration in units o f  months with the 
duration in units o f days. The constraint object to  convert the cycle duration between days 
and months is Days_to_Months. The conversion factor used is that three months has 
ninety-one days.
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MWHr_to_MWD is another constraint object to  convert the energy units between 
m egaw att-hours and megawatt-days. This conversion constraint object uses a multiplier 
constraint object with a factor o f  24 M W Hrs being equal to  one MWD.
Thermal_to_Electric is another constraint object to  convert the pow er and energy 
units between thermal and electric. The conversion factor is the thermal efficiency o f  the 
pow er plant. In the expert system, the thermal efficiency is determined by using this 
constraint object with the rated thermal power level and the rated electric power level. Then 
the thermal efficiency is used to  convert all other conversions between thermal and electrical 
energies and powers.
Burnup_to_Energy is another constraint object to  convert the energy generation 
units between energy and burnup. Burnup is used to determine the status o f  the fuel by 
relating the total energy generated by the fuel to  the initial mass o f  fuel.
EFPD to MWD is another constraint object to  convert the energy units between 
the megawatt-days and the amount o f  energy that would be generated in one day at rated 
conditions.
CHAPTER 5 
E X P E R T  SY STEM  R ESU LTS
This chapter provides a  discussion o f  the results from the expert system as actually 
implemented. The first section describes some o f  the verification o f  the expert system to 
show that it works the way described. The second section discusses difficulties in validating 
the expert system since the results will depend upon the values for the parameters used. The 
third section uses some "typical" parameters to  give some "typical" results. The fourth 
section has some sensitivity analyses on some o f  the variables.
V alidation
This expert system was developed to demonstrate the ability o f  an expert system to 
do simple calculations to  take a quick look at different design alternatives before doing 
detailed analyses. Each nuclear power plant has different conditions and each nuclear power 
plant operator has different economic conditions. Therefore, the actual values obtained in 
this prototypical system cannot be expected to represent any actual plant. When the system 
is used for an actual power plant being operated by an actual utility, the values would have 
to be changed to  match the values for their condition.
The results from the system seem to behave similar to other analyses. To show this, 
the percentage changes in fuel costs, in units o f  cost per unit o f  generated energy, for 12, 
18, and 24 month fuel cycles were calculated and compared with values in the literature. 
Killmar, et al. (1988) calculated that increasing the cycle length from 12 to  18 months 
increases the fuel cost by about six percent. Results from the developed expert system 
indicate that the fuel cost for a 12 month fuel cycle is 4.73 mills per kWh and the cost for
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an 18 m onth fuel cycle is 4.98 mills per kWh. This is an increase o f  about five percent. 
Therefore, the results from this expert system seem to  match published results o f  more 
detailed fuel strategy evaluations.
Exam ple Session
The appendix contains a listing o f  the transcript file for this example session. The 
first part o f  this example session is to load the expert system files. This is done with the 
comm and to  load mainprog.s. This file loads the different program files into the PC 
SCHEME interpreter. The response is to  output the different variables that are set for the 
session. For example, the annual cost o f  capital is set to  10%; the number o f  assemblies in 
the reactor core is set to  624; the rated power levels are set.
The next commands are to  establish some o f  the bases for a simple analysis. For 
example, the first variable set in the session is that the amount o f  coastdown burnup is to 
be zero. Some utilities believe that cycle extension is not beneficial so this is the first setting 
in this example session. Setting the slack variable for the batch discharge burnup to  zero 
means that the analysis will be done with the batch discharge burnup at the maximum 
possible. The only variables indicated by the probe to  have new values is the slack variable 
on the discharge bumup and the discharge burnup value which now matches the maximum 
discharge bumup. Next, the maximum energy generation constraint is established by setting 
the slack variable on the total energy generation equal to zero.
W hen the two constraints have been established, several computations are done. 
One value that is computed is the monthly fuel management profit o f  $8,186,844 per month. 
This number is not entirely realistic because the number o f  fuel assemblies is 200.6506667
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which is not an integer number o f  assemblies. Some o f  the other variables that are 
calculated are the total cycle bum up and the reload enrichment.
One nuclear fuel question is whether 12, 18 or 24 month fuel cycles is best. So far 
in this example session, it appears that an 18 month equilibrium fuel cycle will provide a fuel 
profit o f  $8,186,844 per month. By resetting the value o f  the cycle duration to  12 and then 
to  24, the fuel profit becomes $8,130,854 per month and then to  $8,238,944 per month 
respectively. This indicates that increasing the duration o f  the fuel cycle might be 
economical.
The next analysis illustrates how the above numbers will change if  the maximum 
discharge bumup is increased to  40,000 M W D/M TU instead o f  35,000 MWD/MTU. 
Table 5.1 shows a comparison o f  the monthly profits for the six cases o f  12, 18, and 24 
month equilibrium fuel cycles with maximum discharge bum ups o f  35,000 M W D/M TU and 
40,000 MW D/MTU.
Table 5.1. Comparison o f  monthly profits
35,000 M W D/M TU 40,000 M W D/M TU
12 M onths 8,130,854 8,302,973
18 M onths 8,186,844 8,381,295
24 Months 8,238,944 8,456,680
The expert system was used to  determine the consequences o f  planning for some 
coastdown energy generation. By resetting the values to  the base case o f  an 18 month fuel 
cycle and the 35,000 M W D/M TU discharge bumup, the coastdown bum up was increased 
to  1000 MW D/MTU. The resulting monthly profit was then $8,263,975. The reason for
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this improved profit is that the reload enrichment decreased from 3.16 w /o to  3.07 w/o. 
Therefore, planning to use cycle extension energy decreases the required enrichment and 
thus increases the nuclear fuel generation profit.
Som e Sensitivity Analyses 
The results obtained with this expert system imply some interesting conclusions that 
may be very sensitive to  some o f  the values o f  the input variables used. The different 
number type representations in this expert system make it ideal for doing simple sensitivity 
analyses. To illustrate this, consider the analysis done comparing the 12, 18, and 24 month 
fuel cycles. The analysis above was done with the values being represented as single valued 
numbers. Some o f  the variable values are not well known, so using the interval 
representation will provide a sensitivity o f the results to  the variable's value. For example, 
what if the maximum capacity factor is not 80% but something between 75% and 85%, will 
the benefit o f  longer fuel cycles still be apparent?
By resetting the maximum capacity factor to  an interval value with a minimum o f 
.75 and a maximum .85, the expert system will calculate the changes. The results for the 
18 month equilibrium fuel cycle indicate that the cycle bum up will then be between 10,551 
and 11,958 MWD/MTU. The enrichment required for this cycle would be between 3.13 and 
3.20 w/o U-235. The number o f  fuel assemblies to be loaded at each cycle will be between 
188 and 213. The profit will be between $7,283,170 and $9,087,128. For the 12 month 
fuel cycle, the profit will be between $7,267,146 and $8,992,357. For the 24 month fuel 
cycle, the profit will be between $7,294,053 and $9,179,204.
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The intervals for the monthly profits due to  the interval for the maximum capacity 
factor is larger than would be obtained by calculating the profit for either o f  the capacity 
factor numbers. The 24 month cycle length monthly profit for the 75% maximum capacity 
is $7,758,749. The 24 month cycle length monthly profit for the 85% maximum capacity 
factor is $8,714,508. These values are included in the interval for the 24 month cycle length 
case above; however, neither value is an endpoint o f  the interval.
The maximum capacity factor interval centered about 80% with a normalized length 
o f  minus to  plus 6.25%  gives a monthly profit interval centered at $8,185,149 with a 
normalized length o f minus to plus 11%. A  couple o f cases were run to  determine if  the size 
o f  the interval causes this effect. Both cases used a maximum capacity factor interval 
centered about 80%. The first case used a normalized length for the capacity factor o f 
0.625% and had a monthly profit interval with a normalized length o f  1.10%. The second 
case used a normalized length o f  the capacity factor o f  minus to  plus 3.125% resulting in 
a m onthly profit interval with a normalized length o f  5.22%. The length o f  the monthly 
profit interval appears to  be slightly less than twice the size o f  the maximum capacity factor 
interval.
The reason for this apparent contradiction can be determined by tracing the effects 
o f  propagating the new value o f  the maximum capacity factor through the relationships 
shown in the nuclear fuel knowledge diagram shown in Figure 4.1. The upper and lower 
values for the maximum capacity factor propagate intervals where the interval value for the 
revenues has the upper value corresponding to the upper capacity factor value and the lower 
value corresponding to  the lower capacity factor value. For example, the revenues for the
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75%  capacity factor are $232,792,560 and the revenues for the 85% capacity factor are 
$263,831,568 which matches the the revenues for the interval capacity factor being from 
$232,792,560 to  $263,831,568. Similarly, the upper and lower cost values correspond 
directly to  the upper and lower capacity factor values. The direct correspondence is lost 
when the profit is calculated as the difference o f  the revenues and the costs. The resulting 
profit upper value is the difference between the higher capacity factor revenues and the 
lower capacity factor costs. Also, the resulting profit lower value is the difference between 
the lower capacity factor revenues and the higher capacity factor costs. The rules o f  interval 
arithmetic in this constraint propagation system will sometimes calculate interval endpoint 
values from values with different initial conditions.
The annual cost o f capital is another variable whose value is not well known. To 
investigate the sensitivity o f  the results with this number, the variable was reset to  an interval 
value. After resetting the maximum capacity factor to  80% and the cycle length to 18 
months, the annual capital cost was set to  the interval between 9% and 11%. Changing the 
annual capital cost only affects the amount o f  reported profits. For the 18 month base case, 
the monthly profit calculated is between $6,557,352 and $10,221,017. For the 24 month 
case, the monthly profit calculated was between $6,549,185 and $10,364,263. For the 12 
month case, the monthly profit calculated was between $6,561,842 and $10,074,917. From 
these results, a variation in the annual cost o f  capital will cause a great deal o f  uncertainty 
o f  the benefit o f  any o f  the cycle lengths over the other alternatives.
When the annual capital cost was set to 9%, the minimum o f  the interval values, the 
resulting profit was $8,094,593 which is neither o f  the boundaries computed but is between
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the values computed with the interval computations. The reason for this is similar to  the 
reason for the differences in the profits for the interval o f  the maximum capacity factor. 
Much o f  the sensitivity from the interval representation is from the calculation that converts 
the cycle profit into the monthly profit. When the capital cost has an interval value, a 
multiplier constraint divides an interval value by another interval value where the interval 
values directly correspond to  interval values o f  the capital cost rate. Just like the situation 
above, the resulting monthly profit will be an interval where the lower value will depend 
upon the maximum and the minimum capital cost rates. Similarly, the upper monthly profit 
value will depend upon the maximum and minimum capital cost rates. Therefore, the 
resulting interval will contain the values obtained by an analysis will each o f  the extreme 
capital cost values; however, the interval may indicate more sensitivity to  the value than 
actually exists.
The sensitivity o f  the monthly fuel profits to  variations in the cost coefficients, Cj 
and C2 was calculated. When C, was changed to  the interval from 108000 to  109000 and 
C2 was changed to the interval 392000 to  393000, the profits changed from $8,238,944 to 
betw een $8,233,046 and $8,242,604. The monthly fuel profits values were not very 
sensitive to  the cost coefficients.
CHAPTER 6 
C O N C LU SIO N S AND R E C O M M EN D A TIO N S
This chapter presents the conclusions and recommendations. Two types o f 
recommendations are presented. The first type o f  recommendations is on how to  get the 
system utilized in the engineering and business community. The other type o f 
recommendations provide suggestions for further research.
Conclusions
Using this prototype expert system in nuclear fuel management, several interesting 
conclusions were obtained. The first conclusion discussed deals with the benefits o f  the 
objective function chosen in this expert system. The second nuclear fuel conclusion 
discusses the results from only using tw o fuel management constraints. The third nuclear 
fuel conclusion deals with the need for higher discharge bum ups for longer fuel cycles. The 
fourth  nuclear fuel conclusion indicates that thermal power coastdown is economically 
beneficial.
The objective for the equilibrium fuel cycle should be a monthly profit value. This 
allows for the comparison to  made with different cycle lengths. The monthly profit also 
makes it easier to  do the economic evaluation o f  a complete fuel management strategy. By 
using the constant monthly profit from the day the first equilibrium fuel cycle starts to  the 
end o f  the operating license for the power plant, the economic value for that portion o f  the 
fuel cycle would be complete. The fuel profit is used in this expert system since the fuel 
management decisions will not affect the reactor’s capital cost and are assumed to  have a 
negligible effect on the operating and maintenance costs.
For the linear system implemented in this expert system, the optimum reload size 
appears to  be determined by the constraints o f maximum discharge bum up and maximum 
energy. For a given fuel assembly design, the "profit" from nuclear fuel management 
decisions is linearly related to  the amount o f  energy generated in a cycle and the amount o f 
fuel loaded into the reactor for the cycle. One o f the constraints, the maximum discharge 
bumup, is linearly related to  the amount o f  fuel loaded into the reactor for the cycle. The 
other constraint is on the total energy generated during the fuel cycle. Since the objective 
and these two constraints are linearly related to the tw o decision variables, linear 
programming provides some interesting insights.
Figure 6.1 shows a graph o f  a typical iso-profit line and the tw o constraints that 
bound the feasible decision region. From  linear programming theory, the optimal value for 
the reload size is at an intersection o f  constraints o f  the feasible region. The optimal fuel 
decisions is at the intersection o f  the following two constraints: the maximum discharge 
bumup and the maximum total cycle energy. This is good because if  the optimum were at 
any o f  the other comers o f the feasible regions, nuclear fuel management would be too easy. 
For example, if  the optimum was at zero reload mass and zero energy, it would be best to 
not generate any nuclear energy. The other comers have similar management consequences.
The theoretical optimum reload batch fraction can be calculated from the constraints 
for the maximum bumup and the maximum cycle energy generation. The resulting equation 
for the theoretical optimum reload batch fraction, R*, is:
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where B*c is the maximum cycle burnup and B*d is the maximum discharge bumup. From 
the example session, when the reload size was decreased, the profit also decreased. When 
the reload size is moving away from the optimum value, the profit should decrease. I f  the 
reload size is at the optimum, then the only way to make a higher profit will be to  change 
one o f  the two constraints.
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Figure 6.1. O ptim um  batch fraction from  linear program m ing
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An estimate o f  the value o f  changing the constraints can easily be determined with 
this expert system as shown by Table 5.1. From this table, the benefit o f  increasing the 
discharge bumup from 35,000 M W D/M TU to 40,000 M W D/M TU is $170,000 for the 12 
month fuel cycle to  $220,000 per month for the 24 month fuel cycle. Also, from the table, 
the benefit o f  longer fuel cycles depends upon the maximum discharge bumup. For 
example, for the maximum bumup o f 35,000 MWD/MTU the benefit o f  increasing the cycle 
length by six months is about $50,000 per month. The benefit for increasing the cycle length 
by six months with a maximum discharge bumup o f 40,000 M W D/M TU is almost $80,000 
per month.
Planning for some coastdown bum up in the fuel cycle has economic benefits. The 
results indicate that the savings on reload enrichment could have an economic benefit. O f 
course, the amount o f  coastdown does depend upon how well the power plant operates 
during the cycle.
A  unique feature o f  this expert system is its ability to  quickly obtain these general 
conclusions. Typically, determining the consequences o f  a single decision requires several 
weeks o f work. Several scenarios were considered in the few hours o f  the example session 
described in Chapter 5. This would allow the novice nuclear fuel analyst to  justifiably 
eliminate several scenarios from further consideration, leaving only the most promising 
possibilities for further analysis.
The development o f the expert system also provides some conclusions that are not 
specific to  nuclear fuel management. One conclusion discussed deals with the advantages 
and disadvantages o f  using a  constraint propagation system.
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There are advantages and disadvantages to the methods o f  constraint propagation 
used in this expert system. One advantage is that the computations are localized. This has 
benefits if  the computer architecture allows parallel processing because each o f  the local 
computations can be done on independent processors. Pearl (1988) describes this advantage 
in greater depth. The disadvantage o f  the constraint propagation system used is that 
sometimes an expert will make more judgements than the constraint propagation system 
will. For example, assume that the adder constraint is activated. A result will be propagated 
only if  two o f  the three connectors have a value. In the constraint propagation system, if 
(adder a b c) is a fact, then c will only be calculated when both a and b are known. A  human 
expert would be tempted to  conclude that c would increase from knowledge that a 
increased.
The use o f  a generic arithmetic level in the hierarchical expert system was most 
beneficial in doing simple sensitivity analyses. The analysis to  evaluate whether 12, 18 or 
24 month fuel cycles is best, used the interval number representation for some o f  the input 
values. It appears that uncertainty in the annual capital cost factor causes a large uncertainty 
in the monthly profit such that it is not clear which cycle length is best. Uncertainty in the 
maximum capacity factor causes a large uncertainty in the monthly profit; however, the 
longer cycle still appears to  be more profitable. Uncertainty in the nuclear fuel cost 
coefficients has little effect upon the monthly fuel profits. This is reasonable since the fuel 
cost is a minor component o f  the total profit from nuclear generation.
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Im plem entation  R ecom m endations
This section contains recommendations on how to  get "real world" nuclear fuel 
engineers to use this system. One impediment to doing this is that the system is now written 
in SCHEME which is not a common computer language for nuclear engineers. A  good step 
would be to  rewrite much o f  the computer program in a more popular, object oriented 
com puter language like C++ so that the program can run on more computer platforms. 
Another improvement to  the program would be to  make the user interface easier for the 
"real world" nuclear fuel managers to  improve the knowledge base for their particular 
nuclear reactor.
Another improvement to make the program easier to  use would be to  add an ability 
to set up the maximum and minimum constraints easier. Presently, the extreme value and 
the slack variable must be defined connectors. Then an adder constraint object is created 
with the variable, its extreme value and the slack variable. Finally, the value o f  the extreme 
value is set. One possible way to  implement this is the current system would be to use a 
macro that does the above steps with a minimum amount o f  user input.
Another way to implement the expert system would be to develop other knowledge 
domains for the system. There are several areas o f  engineering that have analysis methods 
that consist o f  simple mathematical relationships and also much more detailed methods. 
Some o f  these engineering areas are more prevalent than nuclear fuel management. 
Therefore, the system could have a wider applicability if  the expertise from other knowledge 
domains were developed into a set o f  rules for this expert system.
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R ecom m endations fo r F u r th e r  W o rk
There are several topics o f  further research that are suggested by this research 
project. Some o f  these topics deal with improved knowledge about the nuclear fuel 
management domain. Others are improvements to  the expert system theory and methods.
The nuclear domain improvements involve adding more details o f  nuclear fuel 
management expertise. One type o f expertise would be the knowledge o f  scenarios that are 
known to  work. Another would be to  expand the system to other time periods in a multi­
cycle fuel study. Some expertise could be added to  provide more depth o f  knowledge that 
could be beneficial as more detailed analyses are required. Another improvement would be 
to  add some more expertise on making decisions about whether an analysis is required at 
all.
The analysis done with the expert system dealing with the different cycle lengths 
raises the question o f  the correct way to  model the maximum possible energy generation 
constraint. In the current version o f  the expert system, the maximum capacity factor is 
assumed to  be a constant. The results from the expert system indicate some benefit for 
longer fuel cycles. The management o f  many nuclear power plants are striving for longer 
cycles under the believe that the longer cycle will have a higher capacity factor. 
Determining whether there is a positive relationship between the cycle length and the 
capacity factor requires further research. However, the analysis in this research indicates, 
that if the capacity factor does not decrease, there is a benefit. Therefore, the need to  show 
that the capacity factor increases is superfluous.
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One improvement to  the expert system that should be researched is how to 
implement the feasible constraint. As discussed in Chapter 4, the linear reactivity equations 
relate the values o f  the reload size, the maximum batch bumup, the reload enrichment and 
the cycle bumup. There is a possibility that the values found from the LRM  equations can 
not be used because there is not an actual reload design that meets all o f  the safety 
constraints. The expert system developed here did not look at the different safety 
constraints involved in reload design. Calculating the values o f  the safety margins requires 
very sophisticated computer programs. However, it may be possible to  represent the 
experience from previous detailed computer programs into a feasibility constraint object.
One possible way o f  implementing the feasibility constraint object would be to use 
a look-up table. For example, the table's values would relate the reload size, the maximum 
batch bumup, the reload enrichment and the cycle bum up from actual detailed fuel cycle 
analyses that are known to meet all o f  the safety constraints. Then as detailed analyses o f 
fuel cycles that meet all o f  the safety constraints are done, the table in the feasible constraint 
object could be updated. W hen the expert system uses the feasible constraint object, the 
best feasible cycle bumup could be determined by looking up the appropriate values from 
the resulting table o f  feasible designs.
The equilibrium fuel cycle is one o f several fuel cycles that the utility must design 
for a multi-cycle fuel plan used for fuel management decisions. Egan (1984) describes three 
different cycles: the initial cycle, the transition cycle sequence, and the equilibrium cycle 
sequences. Even though, Chitkara, et al. (1974) claim that the equilibrium cycle dominates
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the fuel economics, for completeness it would be beneficial to implement rules for the other 
cycles.
Along with adding the other types o f  fuel cycles, adding more depth to  the analysis 
could be profitable areas o f  further research. For example, a higher level for making 
decisions such as whether a fuel cycle calculation should be done to  answer the question 
could be developed. Or more cycle level detail could be added for a lower level analysis. 
For example, an operating fuel cycle can have a full power exposure period and a cycle 
extension power period. This would allow the expert system to analysis fuel cycle plans at 
more detailed levels.
The expert system could also be improved in several ways. One way would be to 
improve the connectors object. Another improvement would be to  allow types o f  number 
representations that include regions o f  the real number line. Along similar lines, other types 
o f  objects can be used in the analysis. One other improvement would be to  add another 
level o f  the system that deals with abstract simulation studies.
The connectors that represent the variables in an analysis could be improved by 
having more types o f  values. The current expert system deals with the value o f  the variable 
which is typically a real number, or some specific set o f  real numbers. Sometimes, the 
concern is how the variable will change under a given set o f  conditions. For this type o f  
analysis, it would be nice if the expert system could deal with a difference value for the 
variable. Then the constraint objects could also propagate the differences in the variables. 
Then questions such as "What happens if  variable X  increases?" or "How do I change 
variable Y  by 3%?" could be attempted by the expert system. Another type o f  value that
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the connectors could deal with are the extreme values when there are constraints on the 
variable represented by the connector. In the current expert system, the maximum and 
minimum constraints are implemented with the variable, another connector for the maximum 
value o f  the variable and another connector for the slack value for the variable and its 
constraint. There may be a way to implement the extreme constraints that do not involve 
three separate connectors.
There is a need to develop methods to  allow different number representations that 
currently in the expert system. One representation needed is for integers. Also, a 
representation that consists o f  sets o f  points and open intervals o f  the real number line 
should be developed.
As an example o f  the need for an integer representation, the number o f  fuel 
assemblies that can be loaded into the reactor in a cycle is an integer number. An example 
o f  the difficulty with an integer is when the integer is related to  tw o real numbers. I f  the 
integer is to  be calculated because the real numbers are both known, which real number 
should be adjusted if the relationship indicates that the value that should be an integer is not 
an integer. For example, the reload number o f assemblies, an integer, should be the product 
o f  the batch fraction, a real number, and the total number o f  assemblies in the reactor, a 
constant integer. The batch fraction is also the ratio o f  the cycle bum up to the batch 
discharge bumup. Now, if  the batch fraction as calculated by the ratio o f  the bum ups results 
in a non-integer value for the reload number o f  assemblies, what bum up value should be 
changed? Also, what should the procedure be for a generic variable that is constrained to  
be an integer.
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In the current expert system, there w ere three different representations o f  the real 
numbers o r types o f  sets o f real numbers. For example, the qd3 numbers represented the 
positive numbers and the negative numbers. The interval number representation was 
developed in order to  represent the sum o f  a real number and a qd3 number. The interval 
number representation is the most general representation in the current expert system. It 
appears that another representation should be developed. Some initial investigation into 
using another representation indicates that using a set o f open intervals and points on the 
real line could cover most calculational requirements. The representation could also be 
expanded to provide a probability distribution to  the values that a variable may have. This 
representation may also make implementing some o f  QSIM's reasonable functions between 
the values easier.
Another improvement to  the expert system would be to  design and implement 
methods that deal with other calculational objects than just real numbers. For example, the 
rule that the profit is the difference between the revenues and the costs is applicable and 
usable for values o f  numbers or if the values are vectors that represent the cashflows over 
several time periods. Therefore, one type o f  calculational object should be a vector 
representation. Also, function spaces could be implemented as an extension to the current 
expert system. This might be the easiest way to implement the spacial distribution effects 
required for more detailed nuclear fuel analyses.
One other improvement that should be researched is how to  implement a generic, 
tim e indexed, state trajectory object. Then the multi-cycle analysis would be a specific 
instance o f  this more generic state trajectory. Also, any type o f  simulation study could be
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implemented from this generic object. This way some o f  the generic rules o f  simulation 
could be implemented at the generic simulation level.
The expert system that was developed during this research project is a good 
beginning for further research. The expert system provides some guidance into possibilities 
for improving nuclear fuel management. M ore detailed variable representations and 
relationship constraints will make the answers even more useful to  nuclear fuel managers. 
It also demonstrates some benefits o f  using other number representations such as intervals 
for sensitivity analyses. For example, if the values o f  input variables are uncertain, interval 
values can be used and the expert system results that depend upon the uncertain values will 
be interval values.
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APPENDIX
TRANSCRIPT FILE OF SAMPLE SESSION
OK
[2] (load "mainprog.s")
Probe: Annual Capital Cost =  0.1
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Core =  624
Probe: Maximum Discharge Burnup (in M W D/MTU) = 35000
Probe: Maximum Reload Enrichment (in w/o) = 4.
Probe: Rated Thermal Pow er = 2894 
Probe: Maximum Capacity Factor =  0.8 
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) =  18 
OK
[3] (set-value! Bum up-Coastdown 0 'user)
Probe: Coastdown Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = 0 
DONE
[4] (set-value! Bumup-Discharge-Slack 0 'user)
Probe: Slack Variable on Discharge Bum up = 0 
Probe: Discharge Bum up (in MW D/MTU) = 35000 
DONE
[5] (set-value! Energy-TotalGeneration-EFPD-Slack 0 'user)
Probe: Slack Variable on Maximum Total Energy Generation = 0 
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = 11254.4444444444 
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) = 3.16582811111111
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment =  0.834171888888889
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = 0.321555555555556
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload =  200.650666666667
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) =  8186844.05843587
DONE
[6] (reset-value! Duration-M onths 12 ’grid)
Beginning to  Forget:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) = ?
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) =  ?
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) = ?
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment =  ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = ?
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = ?
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) = 1 2
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in MW D/MTU) =  7502.96296296296
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) = 2.99438540740741
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Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = 1.00561459259259
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = 0.21437037037037
Probe: Num ber o f  Assemblies in Reload = 133.767111111111
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = 8130854.44987802
DONE
[7] (reset-value! Duration-M onths 24 'grid)
Beginning to Forget:
Probe: Cycle Length D uration (in M onths) = ?
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = ?
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) =  ?
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) =  ?
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = ?
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) =  24
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = 15005.9259259259
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) =  3.33727081481482
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment =  0.662729185185185
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = 0.428740740740741
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = 267.534222222222
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = 8238944.39972722
DONE
[8] (reset-value! Bumup-Discharge-M aximum 40000 'license) 
Beginning to  Forget:
Probe: Maximum Discharge Bum up (in M W D/M TU) =  ?
Probe: Discharge Bum up (in M W D/M TU) = ?
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) =  ?
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment =  ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) =  ?
Probe. Reload Batch Fraction =  ?
Probe: Num ber o f  Assemblies in Reload = ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Maximum Discharge Bum up (in M W D/MTU) =  40000
Probe: Discharge Bum up (in MW D/M TU) = 40000
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) =  3.56577081481482
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = 0.434229185185185
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = 0.375148148148148
Probe: Num ber o f  Assemblies in Reload = 234.092444444444
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) =  8456680.44798443
DONE
[9] (reset-value! Duration-M onths 18 'grid)
Beginning to  Forget:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) =  ?
Probe: Total Cycle Bumup (in M W D/MTU) = ?
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) =  ?
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) =  ?
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = ?
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload =  ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) = 1 8
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = 11254.4444444444
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w /o) =  3.39432811111111
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment =  0.605671888888888
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = 0.281361111111111
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = 175.569333333333
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = 8381295.11887201
DONE
[10] (reset-value! Duration-M onths 12 'grid)
Beginning to Forget:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) =  ?
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = ?
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) = ?
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = ?
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = ?
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) = 12
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = 7502.96296296296
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) = 3.22288540740741
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment =  0.777114592592592
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = 0.187574074074074
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = 117.046222222222
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = 8302973.06133947
DONE
[11] (reset-value! Bumup-Discharge-Maximum 35000 'license) 
Beginning to  Forget:
Probe: Maximum Discharge Bum up (in M W D/M TU) = ?
Probe: Discharge Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = ?
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) = ?
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = ?
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = ?
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = ?
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Begin Resetting:
Probe: Maximum Discharge Bum up (in MW D/M TU) =  35000
Probe: Discharge Bum up (in M W D/M TU) = 35000
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) =  2.99438540740741
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment =  1.00561459259259
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = 0.21437037037037
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = 133.767111111111
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = 8130854.44987802
DONE
[12] (reset-value! Duration-M onths 18 ’grid)
Beginning to  Forget:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) = ?
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = ?
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) = ?
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment =  ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = ?
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = ?
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) = 1 8
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = 11254.4444444444
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) =  3.16582811111111
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = 0.834171888888889
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction =  0.321555555555556
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload =  200.650666666667
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = 8186844.05843587
DONE
[13] (reset-value! Bum up-Coastdown 1000 'user)
Beginning to  Forget:
Probe: Coastdown Bum up (in M W D/M TU) - ?
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) = ?
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment =  ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Coastdown Bumup (in M W D/M TU) -  1000
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) = 3.07442811111111
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = 0.925571888888888
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = 8263974.64497994
DONE
[14] (reset-value! Bum up-Coastdown 0 ’user)
Beginning to  Forget:
Probe: Coastdown Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = ?
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) = ?
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Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Coastdown Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = 0
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w /o) = 3.16582811111111
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = 0.834171888888889
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = 8186844.05843587
DONE
[15] (reset-value! CapacityFactor-Maximum (make-interval .75 .85) 'plant)
Beginning to  Forget:
Probe: Maximum Capacity Factor = ?
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = ?
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) = ?
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = ?
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = ?
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Maximum Capacity Factor = between 0.75 and 0.85
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = between 10551.0416666667 and
11957.8472222222
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) = between 3.13368260416667 and 
3.19797361805556
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = between 0.802026381944444 and 
0.866317395833333
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = between 0.301458333333333 and 0.341652777777778 
Probe: Num ber o f Assemblies in Reload = between 188.11 and 213.191333333333 
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = between 7283169.71846814 and 9087127.53160193 
DONE
[16] (get-value Duration-M onths)
18
[17] (reset-value! Duration-M onths 12 'grid)
Beginning to  Forget:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) = ?
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = ?
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) =  ?
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = ?
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = ?
Probe: Num ber o f Assemblies in Reload = ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in Months) = 1 2
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = between 7034.02777777778 and
87
7971.89814814815
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) = between 2.97295506944444 and 
3.01581574537037
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = between 0.984184254629629 and 
1.02704493055556
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = between 0.200972222222222 and 0.227768518518519 
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = between 125.406666666667 and 
142.127555555556
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = between 7267145.8968076 and 8992356.87161626 
DONE
[18] (reset-value! Duration-M onths 24 'grid)
Beginning to  Forget:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) = ?
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = ?
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) = ?
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = ?
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = ?
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) = 24
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = between 14068.0555555556 and 
15943.7962962963
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) = between 3.29441013888889 and 
3.38Q13149074074
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = between 0.619868509259259 and 
0.705589861111111
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = between 0.401944444444445 and 0.455537037037037 
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = between 250.813333333333 and 
284.255111111111
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = between 7294052.68479068 and 9179204.33440094 
DONE
[19] (get-value Revenues)
(INTERVAL 2.3279256e8 . 2.63831568e8)
[20] (get-value Costs)
(INTERVAL 6.3252686669568e7 . 7.34069668067498e7)
[21] (get-value Profit)
(INTERVAL 1.5938559319325e8 . 2.00578881330432e8)
[22] (reset-value! CapacityFactor-Maximum .75 'plant)
Beginning to Forget:
Probe: Maximum Capacity Factor = ?
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = ?
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) = ?
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = ?
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = ?
Probe: Num ber o f Assemblies in Reload = ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Maximum Capacity Factor = 0.75
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/M TU) = 14068.0555555556
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) =  3.29441013888889
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = 0.705589861111111
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = 0.401944444444445
Probe: Num ber o f  Assemblies in Reload = 250.813333333333
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = 7758748.7267154
DONE
[23] (get-value Revenues)
2.3279256e8
[24] (get-value Costs)
6.3252686669568e7
[25] (get-value Profit)
1.69539873330432e8
[26] (reset-value! CapacityFactor-Maximum .85 'plant)
Beginning to  Forget:
Probe: Maximum Capacity Factor = ?
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = ?
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) =  ?
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = ?
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = ?
Probe: Num ber o f  Assemblies in Reload = ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Maximum Capacity Factor = 0.85
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = 15943.7962962963
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) = 3.38013149074074
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = 0.619868509259259
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = 0.455537037037037
Probe: Num ber o f  Assemblies in Reload = 284.255111111111
Probe: Profits (in $ per m onth) = 8714508.29247622
DONE
[27] (get-value Revenues)
2.63831568e8
[28] (get-value Costs)
7.34069668067498e7
[29] (get-value Profit)
1.9042460119325e8
[30] (reset-value! CapacityFactor-Maximum .80 'plant)
Beginning to  Forget:
Probe: Maximum Capacity Factor = ?
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/M TU) =  ?
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) =  ?
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment =  ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = ?
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = ?
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Maximum Capacity Factor = 0.8
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) =  15005.9259259259
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) = 3.33727081481482
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment =  0.662729185185185
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = 0.428740740740741
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload =  267.534222222222
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) =  8238944.39972722
DONE
[31] (reset-value! Capital-Cost_Annual (make-interval .09 .11) 'economics) 
Beginning to  Forget:
Probe: Annual Capital Cost =  ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) =  ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Annual Capital Cost =  between 0.09 and 0.11
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) =  between 6549184.92596504 and
1.0364262689198e7
DONE
[32] (reset-value! Duration-M onths 18 ’grid)
Beginning to  Forget:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) =  ?
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/M TU) = ?
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) =  ?
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = ?
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = ?
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) = 1 8
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/M TU) = 11254.4444444444
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) =  3.16582811111111
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment =  0.834171888888889
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = 0.321555555555556
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = 200.650666666667
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = between 6557351.99748896 and
1.02210169529691e7
DONE
[33] (reset-value! Duration-M onths 12 ’grid)
Beginning to  Forget:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) = ?
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = ?
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) = ?
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment =  ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = ?
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = ?
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) = 1 2
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = 7502.96296296296
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) = 2.99438540740741
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = 1.00561459259259
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = 0.21437037037037
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = 133.767111111111
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) =  between 6561841.81843112 and
1.00749171056547e7
DONE
[34] (reset-value! Capital-Cost_Annual .09 'economics)
Beginning to  Forget:
Probe: Annual Capital Cost =  ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Annual Capital Cost =  0.09
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) =  8094593.44012409
DONE
[35] (reset-value! Duration-M onths 18 'grid)
Beginning to  Forget:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) =  ?
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = ?
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) = ?
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) =  ?
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = ?
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) = 1 8
Probe: Total Cycle Bumup (in M W D/MTU) = 11254.4444444444
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) = 3.16582811111111
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Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = 0.834171888888889
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction = 0.321555555555556
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = 200.650666666667
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) =  8130937.33745051
DONE
[36] (reset-value! Duration-M onths 24 'grid)
Beginning to  Forget:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) = ?
Probe: Total Cycle Bumup (in M W D/MTU) = ?
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w /o) =  ?
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = ?
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction =  ?
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) = 24
Probe: Total Cycle Bumup (in M W D/MTU) = 15005.9259259259
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) =  3.33727081481482
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment = 0.662729185185185
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction =  0.428740740740741
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload =  267.534222222222
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = 8163527.56872077
DONE
[37] (reset-value! Capital-Cost_Annual .10 'economics)
Beginning to  Forget:
Probe: Annual Capital Cost =  ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) =  ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Annual Capital Cost =  0.1
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) =  8238944.39972722
DONE
[38] (reset-value! C l (make-interval 108000 109000) 'economics)
Beginning to  Forget:
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) =  ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) =  between 8238267.8339018 and 8240471.63137873 
D ONE
[39] (reset-value! C2 (make-interval 392000 393000) 'economics)
Beginning to  Forget:
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) =  between 8233046.01891074 and 8242604.48538916 
DONE
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[40] (get-value Duration-M onths)
24
[41] (reset-value! Duration-M onths 18 'grid)
Beginning to  Forget:
Probe: Cycle Length D uration (in M onths) = ?
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = ?
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) =  ?
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment =  ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) =  ?
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction =  ?
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) = 1 8
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = 11254.4444444444
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w/o) =  3.16582811111111
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment =  0.834171888888889
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction =  0.321555555555556
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = 200.650666666667
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) =  between 8181348.40216576 and 8190309.77501395
DONE
[42] (reset-value! Duration-M onths 12 'grid)
Beginning to  Forget:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) = ?
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) =  ?
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w /o) = ?
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment =  ?
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = ?
Probe: Reload Batch Fraction =  ?
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = ?
Begin Resetting:
Probe: Cycle Length Duration (in M onths) = 1 2
Probe: Total Cycle Bum up (in M W D/MTU) = 7502.96296296296
Probe: Reload Enrichment (in w /o) = 2.99438540740741
Probe: Slack Variable on Reload Enrichment =  1.00561459259259
Probe: Reload B atch Fraction =  0.21437037037037
Probe: Number o f  Assemblies in Reload = 133.767111111111
Probe: Profits (in $ per month) = between 8125746.6998408 and 8134132.3175308
DONE
[43] (transcript-off)
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